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The present invention relates to systems and methods for monitoring player performance during athletic activities (e.g., during a game, a practice session, a workout, etc.), including team oriented athletic activities. Such systems and methods may be useful for evaluating performances of one or more players in various team sports, such as soccer, basketball, American football, hockey, rugby, field hockey, lacrosse, baseball, cricket, volleyball, badminton, and the like. The systems and methods may be used by the individual as a measuring stick and motivation to improve, as well as by coaches or trainers.

BACKGROUND

Many systems are available for measuring features of athletic performance. For example, many gyms and fitness centers are equipped with specialized systems that help track a user’s use of the machines (e.g., card readers, RFID equipment, etc.). The usage data may be automatically generated and downloaded to a central computer system and made available for the athlete’s review. One disadvantage of such systems is that their use is confined to use with specialized equipment within the “four walls” of the gym or fitness center.

The NIKE+™ athletic performance monitoring system (available from NIKE, Inc. of Beaverton, Oregon) provides a convenient system and method that allows individuals to measure and collect data relating to ambulatory exercise, such as walking or running. Data collection using a NIKE+™ system is not confined to any specific geographic location. Rather, the system can be used at any desired locations, both indoor and outdoor. Not all personal exercise and athletic endeavors, however, are limited to walking and running. Many individuals participate in team games, such as soccer, basketball, football, and the like. At present time, there is no easy or convenient system that is useful to automatically collect, compile, and store data that accurately and empirically depicts a player’s efforts when participating in these team sports. Such systems would be useful to help a player gauge his or her performance, to help a player identify areas where improvement may be achieved, and to help a player recognize when improvement has been achieved. Additionally, such systems would be useful tools for coaches and trainers, to help them ascertain each individual’s strengths and weaknesses and to help them field the best combination of players for a given game situation (e.g., a “scoring” team, a “defense” team, etc.). Moreover, such systems could provide enormous motivation for the athlete by enabling the athlete (or others) to set performance goals and/or challenges.

US 6 073 086 discloses a device for measuring the time of flight, speed, and trajectory height of a projectile, such as a baseball, football, hockey puck, or model rocket, or the time and speed of swing of a movable object, such as a baseball bat or golf club. Part of the device, called the object unit, is embedded, secured, or attached to the projectile or movable object of interest, and consists of an accelerometer sensor, threshold circuit, and a radio transmitter. The other part of the device, called the monitor unit, is held or worn by the user and serves as the user interface for the device. The monitor unit has a radio receiver, a processor, an input keypad, and a display that shows the various measured motion characteristics of the projectile or movable object, such as distance, time of flight, speed, and trajectory height, and allows the user to input data to the device.

US 2007/0191083 A1 discloses a system with the features of the preamble of claim 1 and a method with the features of the preamble of claim 10.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A first aspect of the invention relates to a system for monitoring motion of a game ball as set out in claim 1, and use of such system as set out in claims 13-15. A second aspect of the invention relates to a method for monitoring motion of a game ball as set out in claim 10.

The following presents a general summary of aspects of the present invention in order to provide a basic understanding of the invention and various example features of it. This summary is not intended to limit the scope of the invention in any way, but it simply provides a general overview and context for the more detailed description that follows.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention is illustrated by way of example and not limited in the accompanying figures, in which like reference numerals indicate the same or similar elements throughout, and in which:

Fig. 1 generally illustrates the components and features of one example athletic performance monitoring system in accordance with this invention; Figs. 2A through 2E illustrate example features of various products that may be used in athletic performance monitoring systems and methods in accordance with this invention; Fig. 3 illustrates a schematic view with a more detailed depiction of certain components of Fig. 1; Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate features of an alternative example athletic performance monitoring system in accordance with this invention; Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate various potential features useful in determining ball “possession” or ball “proximity” in accordance with at least some examples of this invention;
The reader is advised that the various parts of the invention may include systems and methods in accordance with examples of this invention; Figs. 10-13 illustrate example features of user interfaces that may be provided by systems and methods according to examples of this invention; Figs. 14A and 14B illustrate various features that assist in explaining differences in detector response for throwing actions v. kicking actions in accordance with examples of this invention; Fig. 15 assists in explanation of detection and/or measurement of an acceleration metric in accordance with examples of this invention; and Figs. 16 through 88 assist in explanation of detection and/or measurement of various athletic performance metrics, features, and/or other features of systems and methods in accordance with examples of this invention.

The following description and the accompanying figures disclose features of systems, methods, computer-readable media, and user interfaces in accordance with examples of the present invention.

I. General Description of Systems, Methods, and User Interfaces in Accordance with this Invention

Aspects of this invention relate to systems, methods, and computer-readable media with computer-executable instructions stored thereon for performing methods and/or operating systems and/or user interfaces relating to the monitoring of player performance during an athletic activity (e.g., during a game, a practice session, a workout, etc.), including team oriented athletic activities.

Systems in accordance with at least some examples of this invention may include systems for monitoring athletic performance(s) that include: (a) a sensor system for monitoring one or more of: (i) a first parameter correlated to a first player’s movement speed during a first time period, (ii) a second parameter correlated to a determination of when the first player possesses the ball and when the first player does not possess the ball during the first time period, and (iii) a third parameter correlated to the first player’s ball transfer speed, force, or power during the first time period; and (b) a data storage system for storing data collected by the sensor system relating to the first, second, and third parameters. The term “ball,” as used herein, constitutes any item used in sporting activities that is possessed, thrown, kicked, hit, or otherwise propelled by the athletes in order to achieve a desired goal of the game. In addition to objects that are substantially round or spherical, such as soccer balls, basketballs, field hockey balls, lacrosse balls, baseballs, volleyballs, tennis balls, and cricket balls, the term “ball,” when used generically herein, further includes other sport related objects, such as hockey pucks, American footballs, rugby footballs, badminton birdies, and the like.

Based on the sensed data, systems and methods in accordance with this invention may determine any desired data associated with the athletic performance. As some more specific examples, systems and methods in accordance with examples of this invention may determine one or more of the following performance metrics for one or more of the players participating in an athletic activity: a player’s maximum movement velocity during a desired time period; a player’s average movement velocity during a desired time period; a player’s time correlated movement velocity during a desired time period; a number of times that a player’s movement velocity exceeded a predetermined threshold value during a desired time period; an amount of time that a player possessed the ball during a desired time period; an amount of time that a player was located within a predetermined distance from the ball during a desired time period; a player’s movement velocity when in possession of the ball during a desired time period; a player’s movement velocity when in possession of the ball during a desired time period; a player’s movement velocity when in possession of the ball during a desired time period; and a player’s maximum ball transfer speed.
force, or power during a desired time period; a player’s overall movement distance during a desired time period; a player’s overall movement distance while in possession of the ball during a desired time period; a number of times that a player possessed the ball during a desired time period; a number of times that a player was located within a predetermined distance from the ball during a desired time period; a number of times that a player contacted the ball during a desired time period; one or more performance goals for a player; whether a player has achieved a performance goal; and a revised performance goal for a player.

[0018] The output system associated with systems and methods according to this invention may output information relating to a player’s athletic performance in any desired form, format, or manner (e.g., in any user perceptible manner). For example, the output system may output audio, video, alpha-numeric, tactile, and/or graphical information (including through a graphical user interface) relating to any of the performance metrics described above.

[0019] Methods for monitoring athletic activities of the types described above may include one or more of the following steps: (a) sensing data relating to one or more of: (i) a first parameter correlated to a first player’s movement speed during a first time period, (ii) a second parameter correlated to a determination of when the first player possesses the ball and when the first player does not possess the ball during the first time period, and (iii) a third parameter correlated to the first player’s ball transfer speed, force, or power during the first time period; (b) storing the data relating to the first, second, and third parameters; (c) calculating or determining one or more athletic performance metrics based on the sensed or stored data; and (d) generating a user perceptible output that includes information relating to one or more of the calculated or otherwise determined athletic performance metrics. The performance metrics may be any of the various types described above. The user perceptible output may be in any of the various forms or formats described above (e.g., audio, video, alpha-numeric, tactile, and/or graphical information).

[0020] When the athletic performance of multiple participants is tracked, the “time periods” for the tracking may be the same or different without departing from this invention. For example, the sensors may collect data for each player only during the time period that the player is actually actively in the game (e.g., when the player is not on the bench). The time period(s) may span one or more games or practice sessions, or they may involve only portions of games or practice sessions. Also, the time period may involve continuous or discontinuous blocks of time (e.g., if a player goes in and out of a game, the sensors may sense the player’s activity over the course of the entire game as a single “time period,” but only while the player is actively involved in the game).

[0021] Additional aspects of this invention relate to generating user perceptible output relating to athletic performance metrics measured and/or determined by systems and methods in accordance with this invention. In some examples, this output may be in the form of a graphical user interface generated on a computer-controlled display device (such as a computer monitor, a display screen for a cellular telephone or other portable electronic device, other audio and/or video display devices, etc.). Such aspects of the invention may include computer-readable media (such as a computer memory, like a hard disk drive, a portable computer memory device, and the like) including computer-executable instructions stored thereon for generating a graphical user interface on a display device, wherein the graphical user interface includes one or more of: (a) a display portion containing information relating to a player’s movement speed during a desired time period of an athletic performance activity; (b) a display portion containing information relating to a player’s ball possession during a desired time period; (c) a display portion containing information relating to a player’s ball transfer speed, force, or power during a desired time period; (d) a display portion containing information relating to a player’s maximum movement speed during a desired time period; (e) a display portion containing information relating to a player’s maximum movement speed while in possession of the ball during a desired time period; (f) a display portion containing information relating to a number of times that a player’s movement speed or power exceeded a predetermined threshold during a desired time period; and (g) a display portion containing information relating to a number of times that a player possessed or contacted a ball during a desired time period. Two or more of the various display portions may be displayed simultaneously, or one may access information contained in some of the display portions through interaction with an element provided in another of the display portions.

[0022] Given the general description of various example features and aspects of the invention provided above, more detailed descriptions of various specific examples of athletic performance monitoring systems, methods, computer-readable media, and user interfaces according to the invention are provided below.

II. Detailed Description of Specific Examples of Features of Athletic Performance Monitoring Systems and Methods According to the Invention

[0023] The following discussion and accompanying figures describe various example systems, methods, and computer-readable media with computer-executable instructions stored thereon for performing methods, operating systems, and generating user perceptible output relating to the monitoring of player performance during an athletic activity (e.g., during a game, a practice session, a workout, etc.), including team oriented athletic activities. When the same reference number appears in more than one drawing, that reference number is used consistently in this specification and the drawings to refer
to the same or similar parts or elements throughout.

[0024] Initially, example hardware for operating systems and performing methods in accordance with this invention will be described. Then, a more detailed explanation of examples of performance monitoring and performance metric determination will be described. Example features of use of systems and methods in accordance with this invention in a multi-user atmosphere will be described. Additionally, features of an example user interface for providing user feedback and information will be described.

A. Example Hardware Systems

[0025] Fig. 1 generally illustrates features of example hardware components that may be included in an athletic performance monitoring system 100 in accordance with this invention. First, the system 100 may include one or more sensors that are carried by the athlete 102 during the course of the game, practice session, or the like (generically referred to herein as an “athletic performance” or “athletic activity”). As some more specific examples, one or more of the athlete’s shoes 104 may carry a sensor 106 therein. As will be described in more detail below, the shoe sensors 106 may be used, at least in part, to measure various athletic performance metrics, such as movement speed, movement distance, on ball movement speed, on ball movement distance, off ball movement speed, off ball movement distance, ball possession time or count, kick speed, etc. The shoe based sensors also may be used to provide a record or identify the player that kicked the ball (optionally while also using data from a ball based sensor). In some example systems and methods according to this invention, the shoe 104 based sensors 106 may measure speed and distance in a manner akin to the measurement of speed and distance in NIKE+™ athletic performance monitoring systems available from NIKE, Inc. of Beaverton, Oregon (e.g., pedometer based speed and/or distance type information).

[0026] If desired, the foot mounted sensors 106 may transmit relevant data back to a receiver 108 also worn by the athlete 102. While the data may be transmitted in any desired manner, Fig. 1 generally illustrates a wireless type transmission, as shown by transmission elements 110, transmission icons 112, and receiver element 114. Any desired wireless or wired transmission system and method may be used without departing from this invention, including the use of any desired wired or wireless data transmission format or protocol, including the transmission systems and protocols currently in use in NIKE+™ athletic performance monitoring systems.

[0027] The receiver 108 receives the data from the one or more shoe mounted sensors 106 and stores this data and/or transmits it to an input system 122 provided in a remote computer system 120. This can be accomplished in real time, during the athletic performance, if desired. Fig. 1 illustrates that the receiver 108 includes a transmission system (i.e., transceiver element 114), and the actual data transmission procedure is represented in Fig. 1 by transmission icon 116.

[0028] The remote computer system 120 may be any desired type of computer system, at any desired location, without departing from this invention. For example, the transmission system 114 may transmit over the internet to a remotely located server or other computer system 120, e.g., via cellular telecommunications systems or other wireless publicly or privately available data transmission systems. As other examples, the transmission system 114 may transmit to a sideline based or coaches’ box based computer system 120, including to hand-held or portable computer systems 120, like those available in cellular telephones, personal digital assistants, and the like. In this way, the coach, trainer, or athlete 102 (or others) can readily have the collected data available for review and use, even in real time during the athletic performance.

[0029] The on-body receiver 108 further may include one or more sensor devices 118, if desired. For example, as will be explained in more detail below, the sensor device(s) 118 may constitute a body core mounted accelerometer that may be useful in determining player acceleration, player movement velocity, player movement distance, on ball movement speed, off ball movement speed, vertical displacement (up or down), and the like. The on-body receiver 108 sensor device(s) 118 also may be useful for sensing the ball, for determining metrics like ball proximity/possession time, on ball speed, on ball acceleration, off ball speed, off ball acceleration, etc. If desired, the body core sensor device(s) 118 may be utilized and the shoe based sensor device(s) 106 may be eliminated (or vice versa). As another example, if desired, the shoe based sensor device(s) 106 may directly transmit to computer system 120, without the intermediate transmission to an on-body receiver 108.

[0030] In systems and methods in accordance with at least some examples of this invention, the ball 130 also may include one or more sensors 132, a data transmission system 134, or other electronic capabilities (both active and passive). As shown in Fig. 1, the data transmission system 134 of the ball 130 also may transmit data to the remote computer system 120 (e.g., as shown through transmission icon 136). Again, any desired type of transmission system may be used, such as wireless transmission and wireless transmission protocols. As will be described in more detail below, the ball sensor system 132 may be used to provide information useful for determining various metrics such as ball speed, ball location, ball possession (e.g., by ball contact with or proximity to a player), kick speed, kick force, and the like. The ball sensor(s) 132 may include, among other things, one or more accelerometers, gyroscopes, pressure sensors (e.g., piezoelectric sensors, force sensors, etc.), RFID tags, etc. If desired, the ball transmission system 134 could transmit to the receiver 108 in addition to or in place of the transmission to the remote system 120.

[0031] Figs. 2A and 2B illustrate features of a shoe 104
that may include one or more sensors 106 in accordance with at least some examples of this invention. As shown in these figures, the sole 140 of one or both shoes 104 may include a centrally located housing 106a in which sensor 106 is mounted. As noted above, this sensor 106 may be an accelerometer or a pedometer based speed and/or distance type sensor (e.g., a piezoelectric sensor, a force sensor, etc.), and the mounting location and structure may be akin to the mounting of the sensors in NIKE+™ athletic performance monitoring systems available from NIKE, Inc. of Beaverton, Oregon (e.g., mounted generally in the arch area of the sole 140, within a housing 106a defined in the midsole structure and underneath a sock liner or insole member of the shoe 104). Other mounting locations, structures, and arrangements on a shoe 104 (or other foot or leg borne equipment, such as a sock, shin guard, etc.) are possible without departing from this invention.

[0032] As further shown in Figs. 2A and 2B, the shoe 104 may include other sensors, such as sensor 106b. This sensor 106b (or sensors) may be provided for other purposes, such as detection of contact with the ball 130 (which may correlate to ball possession), detection of kick force, detection of foot acceleration (which may correlate to kick force, ball speed, etc.), or the like, and it may be provided at any desired location on the shoe 104 (e.g., on the exterior, within the construction, or on incorporated into the upper, etc.). The sensor 106b may be an accelerometer, a force sensor, a pressure sensor (e.g., a piezoelectric sensor), or the like. Other sensors also may be provided on one or both shoes 104 worn by the athlete 102 without departing from this invention. When sensors are provided on both shoes, these sensors may measure the same or different parameters.

[0033] Figs. 2A and 2B illustrate that the sensor 106b is connected to sensor 106 via connection 144, and in this manner, data from both sensor 106 and 106b is transmitted to the receiver 108 via transmission system 110, 112, and 114. This is not a requirement. For example, if desired, sensor 106b could include its own data storage and/or transmission system for storing data and/or transmitting it to the receiver 108 (or to another remote system, such as remote system 120). Other data storage and/or transmission arrangements also are possible without departing from this invention.

[0034] Fig. 2C schematically illustrates an example on-body receiver 108 that may be included in systems and methods in accordance with at least some examples of this invention. The receiver 108 of this example includes the data input device 114 that receives data transmissions from the shoes 104 or other remotely located sensors (e.g., sensors 106, 106b, 132, etc.). This remotely generated data may be stored in a memory device 150, further processed by a processor system 152, and/or immediately transferred to output system 154 (e.g., for transmission to another remote system, such as system 120). As mentioned above, receiver 108 further may include one or more of its own sensors 118, such as an accelerometer, a ball proximity detector, or other desired sensor element.

[0035] Fig. 2C illustrates the receiver 108 having a separate input device 114 and an output device 154. This is not a requirement. If desired, input may be received in and output may be transmitted from the receiver 108 using the same system (e.g., an input/output system, such as a wireless transceiver). When present as a separate system, the output device 154 may take on any desired form, such as a wireless transmitter (using any desired wireless transmission technology or protocol), a computer connection port (such as a USB port or other computer connection port), or the like.

[0036] On-body receiver 108 may take on a variety of different forms without departing from this invention. For example, Fig. 2C illustrates the receiver 108 in the form of a clip 148 that may be attached, for example, to the waist band of the athlete’s shorts (e.g., as shown in Fig. 1). The receiver 108 also may be in the form of a wrist band, such as a watch or other wrist borne data receiving device 160, like that shown in Fig. 2D. Optionally, if desired, the receiver 108 may include an output device that provides feedback to the athlete 102 in real time, as the athletic performance is taking place (such as a display monitor 162 for alphanumeric, video, or textual output; audio output (such as speaker 164, headphone, ear bud, etc.); etc.), as shown in Fig. 2D. As another option, the output device 154 may provide output to a device for providing real time feedback to the athlete 102 (such as a display, a speaker, an earphone, etc.).

[0037] Fig. 2E shows an overall system similar to that of Fig. 1, except in Fig. 2E the receiver 108 is formed as part of an armband 170, which may be worn inside the athlete’s shirt or outside the shirt. Other arrangements and mountings for sensors, such as sensors 106, 106b, and/or 118, and/or receiver 108 (if present or necessary) are possible without departing from this invention. For example, one or more of the sensor(s) or receiver may be integrated into the clothing of the wearer, such as formed in or housed within a pocket provided in the waistband of the shorts or elastic of the jersey, as part of a belt structure, etc. As additional examples, a player’s shin guard may include a sensor and/or a receiver device (e.g., for sensing the same type of data as sensed by the shoe borne sensor(s), such as step count, pedometer type speed and distance information, accelerometer data, ball contact data, ball proximity data, kick force, etc.). As another example, the receiver 108 or sensor(s) 118 could be included as part of a neckband, headband, or other apparel. Preferably, any body mounted sensors and/or receivers will be lightweight, durable, and positioned so as to have little or no impact on the player’s performance or play and so as to have little or no possibility of injuring the player or others.

[0038] Fig. 3 illustrates additional features that may be included in systems and methods in accordance with at least some examples of this invention. In addition to the two foot mounted sensors 106 and the body mounted
sensor 118 and receiver 108, Fig. 3 illustrates additional
details of an example remote system 120 that may re-
ceive data transmitted from the receiver 108 and/or the
ball 130 (e.g., via connections 116 and 136, respectively).
In addition to transmitting data from the sensors 106, 118,
and/or 132, transmission connections 116, 136, and/or 112 also may be used to transmit data from the
remote system 120 to the receiver 108, ball 130, and/or
shoes 104, respectively (e.g., to vary or control aspects
of the sensors or other electronics provided in the receiv-
er 108, ball 130, and/or shoes 104).

[0039] The remote device 120 may be, for example,
portable audio and/or video players, cellular telephones,
personal digital assistants, pagers, beepers, palm top
computers, laptop computers, desktop computers, serv-
ers, or any type of computer controlled device, optionally
a computer controlled device that generates or displays
a human perceptible output and/or interface. The exam-
ple remote device 120 shown in Fig. 3 includes a proc-
essor system 302 (which may include one or more proc-
essors or microprocessors), a memory 304, a power sup-
ply 306, an output device 308, other user input devices
310, and data transmission/reception system 122 (e.g.,
a wireless transceiver). The transmission/reception sys-
tem 122 is configured for communication with the receiv-
er 108, ball 130, and/or shoe sensors 106 via transmis-
sion/reception systems 114, 134, and/or 110 through any
type of known electronic communication, including con-
tacted and contactless communication methods, such as
RFID, Bluetooth, infrared transmission, cellular transmis-
sions, etc. The output device 308 may constitute any de-
sired type of output device that includes a human per-
ceptible interface and/or that generates output, such as
portable audio and/or video players, cellular telephones,
personal digital assistants, pagers, beepers, palm top
computers, laptop computers, desktop computers, buzz-
ers, vibrators, and the like. In this illustrated example, the
output device 308 includes a user interface 308a that
may be in the form of a graphical user interface, such as
an interface illustrating an internet website page or similar
graphical depiction of data or information.

[0040] The systems illustrated in Figs. 1 through 3 are
potentially active, real-time transmitting systems that pro-
duce data to the remote system 120 as the athletic activity
is taking place. This is not a requirement. For example,
the system 400 of Figs. 4 and 5 is much more passive
than the systems of Figs. 1 through 3. As far as the hard-
ware systems, the system of Fig. 4 is similar to those of
Figs. 1 through 3 except that transmission systems 114
and 134 are removed, and receiver 108 and ball 130
function more like data loggers. More specifically, receiv-
er 108 and ball 130 store data from sensors 106, 118,
and/or 132 while the athletic activity takes place and save
it for later transmission to a remote system 120, e.g., for
post activity analysis, review, etc. If desired, even the
data transmissions 112 from the shoes 104 to the receiv-
er 108 may be omitted, and the shoe based data could
be stored locally with the shoe sensors 106 for later down-
load.

[0041] Optionally, if desired, the receiver 108 may in-
clude some sort of display (e.g., like that shown in Fig.
2D) or other output device to provide the athlete with
some real-time performance feedback while the athletic
performance is taking place (e.g., current speed, current
distance traveled, minutes played, time in possession,
on-ball speed, off-ball speed, a "pick up your pace" indi-
cation or other motivation or rewards, etc.).

[0042] After play is completed, the receiver 108 and
the ball 130 (or an electronic component removed there-
from including their data log) may be plugged into a re-
move system 120, like those described above. See Fig.
5. Any type of connection system may be used without
departing from this invention, including a wireless con-
nec
to, a hardwired connection, connection via an input
port (such as a USB port, or the like), etc. The remote
system 120 may be located on the sidelines, in the locker
room, in a player's home, or at any desired location, and
it may be portable or non-portable.

[0043] Given the above example hardware descrip-
tions, now additional details of example metrics that may
be measured and the use of such hardware systems will
be described in more detail.

B. Player Acceleration, Speed, and/or Movement Dis-
tance Sensing

[0044] Movement speed is one metric that is par-
cularly important for gauging an athlete's performance. Sys-
tems and methods in accordance with at least some ex-
amples of this invention may measure the player's move-
ment speed in various ways. For example, the sensor
106 in one or more of the athlete's shoes 104 may be
adapted to measuring acceleration, speed, and/or dis-
tance information, e.g., in a manner akin to the way
NIKE+ athletic performance monitoring systems and oth-
er pedometer based sensor systems monitor speed and
distance information. For example, the sensor 106 may
be an accelerometer, a pressure sensor (e.g., a piezoe-
lectric sensor), or other force sensor that determines
each time the player's foot hits the ground or other data
associated with foot motion. By assuming that each foot
contact constitutes a step, and by assuming each step
covers a specific distance, the number of foot contacts
may be correlated to an overall distance the athlete
traveled. If desired, the distance for each step also may
be adjusted based on various sensed factors, such as
foot loft time between ground contacts, foot impact force,
and the like, e.g., in manners that are known and used
in the pedometer art. Also, by monitoring the time asso-
ciated with the movements (e.g., by including a time
stamp with each monitored foot contact, by tracking over-
all use time, etc.), the overall athlete's speed may be
determined.

[0045] Pedometer based speed and distance mea-
surement, however, may not always provide the desired
degree of accuracy for use in many team oriented sports.
For example, in soccer, football, basketball, rugby, and the like, athletes tend to move at widely varying speeds over the course of a game or practice session. They also tend to frequently jump vertically, dive, and otherwise leave their feet during play. Moreover, their feet are exposed to forces from sources other than contact with the ground, such as kicking the ball, kicking and hitting another object, etc. These additional features of many team sports may limit the accuracy of pedometer based speed and distance measuring systems.

Accordingly, systems and methods in accordance with at least some examples of this invention may include a body core mounted speed and/or distance measuring device. This may come, for example, in the form of an accelerometer mounted at the core of the athlete’s body, such as in a waist band mounted accelerometer sensor (e.g., a two or three axis accelerometer sensor 118, which may be included as part of receiver 108 to determine motion in two or three dimensions). Data generated by an accelerometer sensor 118 (i.e., the acceleration of the player at the location of mounting, such as the body’s core or waist) may be integrated to provide the athlete’s movement speed information, and it may be integrated again to provide the athlete’s movement distance information. A body mounted sensor of this type may provide more accurate determination of the body’s motion, e.g., when moving side to side, dancing around the ball, etc. Systems and methods for measuring acceleration and integrating the data obtained from an accelerometer are known.

Acceleration, speed, and/or distance determinations may provide useful data and information in several ways and for several performance metrics in systems and methods in accordance with this invention. For example, this data may be useful in determining the following metrics, which may be of interest to participants in team sports, such as soccer, basketball, American football, rugby, and the like: overall top acceleration, average acceleration, overall top running speed, average running speed, overall top running speed when in possession of the ball, average running speed when in possession of the ball, overall top running speed when not in possession of the ball, average running speed when not in possession of the ball, number of times speed exceeded a predetermined speed threshold (e.g., the number of times the athlete sprinted), overall distance traveled during the game, etc. This data can help the players (and/or their coaches) evaluate how hard the athlete is working, how much effort he or she is putting into the game, how they are improving over time, the extent of recovery from injury, etc. This data also can be used to foster competition among individuals, such as team members, e.g., to provide motivation to work harder, improve, beat the other player’s metrics, etc.

If desired, the body core based sensor (e.g., sensor 118 as part of receiver 108) may be the only sensor necessary for determining acceleration, speed, and/or movement distance determination. Therefore, if desired, the foot based sensors 106 could be eliminated. Nonetheless, if desired, the foot based sensors 106 could be used to provide secondary data for speed and/or distance measurement, such as data to help confirm the body core based sensor data, data to adjust or correct the body core based sensor data, and/or data to be used when the body core based sensor data is unavailable or seemingly unreliable. Additionally or alternatively, if desired, the shoe based sensor(s) 106 could be used to help eliminate drift of the body mounted accelerometer (e.g., if the shoe based data indicates that the player is stationary, this information could be used to calibrate or re-zero (e.g., eliminate drift from) the two or three axis body based accelerometer). The relative difference in acceleration measurements between a body core based accelerometer and a foot based accelerometer also may be determined.

As another alternative, at least some systems and methods in accordance with this invention may include a means of detecting the player’s orientation or “mode of moving” when moving. For example, if desired, an electronic compass or a rotational sensor may be incorporated into the system, e.g., to aid in detecting a player’s direction of movement and/or to provide additional details regarding the characteristics of the player’s mode of movement (e.g., running forward, running at a side step, running backward, etc.). An accelerometer also can provide useful information regarding the direction of movement, if the accelerometer has a predetermined orientation at the start (e.g., with one axis of a two or three axis accelerometer facing the forward direction of motion). A determination of the amount of time or distance that a player runs forward, sideways, or backward could be a useful metric for measuring performance, at least in some sports. Also, if desired, different pedometer based speed and distance determination algorithms may be used, depending on the player’s mode of movement (forward, backward, sideways, etc.), which may enable a more accurate determination of the player’s overall movement speed or movement distance. More specifically, one algorithm may be appropriate for determining speed or distance (e.g., based on foot loft time, etc.) when a player is running forward, but a different algorithm may be better when running sideways, and even a different algorithm may be better when running backward.

In one more specific example of systems and measurements in accordance with this invention, one footpod (e.g., element 106, optionally one in each shoe 104) measures speed and distance of each step, e.g., utilizing a 3-axis accelerometer, and the collected data may be stored on the footpod 106 during a match or training session. A separate controller or a mobile phone (or other suitable device) may be used to communicate with the footpod 106, e.g., for the purpose of ascertaining footpod status, for starting/pausing/stoppage recording of a session, and for initiating an upload of data (e.g., to computer system 120). In systems where a separate controller is used for these purposes, the user would need to
connect the controller to his/her computer to upload their data, e.g., to a website service. In the case of a mobile phone (or other similar device) functioning as the controller, the phone could temporarily store the data and/or send the data directly to a web server wirelessly. Variations in these potential systems also are possible without departing from this invention.

Notably, for purely determining an athlete’s acceleration, speed, or movement distance, no sensors, electronics, or other special features are needed in the ball. Therefore, if desired, a conventional ball could be used in such situations. In other situations and/or for measuring certain metrics, which will be described in more detail below, it may be advantageous to provide sensors, electronics, and/or other specialized structures in the ball.

C. Ball Motion Related Metrics

Other useful metrics for many types of team sports relates to the speed at which the ball moves during play, e.g., as a result of a kick, throw, hit (e.g., with a bat, stick, arm, foot, racket, etc.), etc. More specific types of metrics that may be of use include, for example, ball speed, ball spin, linear ball speed, spin speed, spin direction, ball transfer speed (the term “transfer,” as used in this context, generically means movement of the ball due to athlete interaction, such as a kick, throw, hit, header, etc.), ball transfer force, etc. Combining ball oriented metrics like these with various player oriented metrics (e.g., due to shoe or player body oriented sensor data and interaction between shoe or body oriented electronics and ball oriented electronics, as described above) or other data, such as possession, speed, time, etc., can provide other useful information, such as the identification of the player that kicked or otherwise propelled the ball, number of ball “touch” or contacts for various specific players, goal success and credit to the appropriate player, pass attempt success (e.g., whether the pass successfully reached a player on the same team), steals, missed passes, turnovers, etc.

Providing sensors in various types of balls, such as soccer balls, is known in the art. For example, various electronically enhanced balls that measure metrics, such as spin, speed, curve, trajectory, pressure, contact, and the like, are described in patent applications owned by Cairo Technologies, AG and in patents naming David J. Martinelli as the inventor. These patents include: U.S. Patent No. 6,073,086; U.S. Patent No. 6,157,898; U.S. Patent No. 6,148,271; U.S. Patent No. 6,151,563; U.S. Published Patent Appln. No. 2007/0191083; U.S. Published Patent Appln. No. 2007/0059675; U.S. Published Patent Appln. No. 2007/0060425; U.S. Published Patent Appln. No. 2007/0299625; U.S. Published Patent Appln. No. 2008/008303; U.S. Published Patent Appln. No. 2008/0084351; U.S. Published Patent Appln. No. 2008/0085790; U.S. Published Patent Appln. No. 2008/0090626; PCT Published Patent Appln. No. WO2008/104,247; and PCT Published Patent Appln. No. WO2008/119479. The various ball oriented sensors or other electronics or structures described in the possession/proximity discussion above may be incorporated into a ball structure in the same manner as described in these various patents and publications.

D. Example Team Features

As illustrated in Fig. 8 (and as alluded to above) and Fig. 9, systems and methods in accordance with this invention are not limited for use with a single player. Rather plurality players, optionally on both teams, may be equipped with active transmitters and/or receivers that interact with the transmitting, receiving, and/or reflecting equipment provided with the ball 130 or 1200. When plural players on a team are equipped with appropriate electronic equipment as described above, it can be determined when the ball 130, 1200 moves from one team member to another. Such systems and methods can be useful for providing various team metrics, such as team possession time, passing streaks and efficiency, pass accuracy, turnovers, steals, tackles, etc. All data (e.g., from the players on both teams, from the ball 130, 1200, etc.) can be transmitted to a single remote computer system 120, or optionally, if desired, to different remote computer systems 120 (e.g., one for each team, one for each player, etc.). As yet another example, if desired, the data can simply be logged during the game or practice session (as described in conjunction with Figs. 4 and 5 above) and later downloaded or otherwise accessed for use by the individual players, coaches, etc. The various player’s data also could be intercommunicated to one another via peer-to-peer networking so that players could compare performances quickly and easily, e.g., on the sidelines, in the locker room, etc.

Team oriented metrics also allow team players and coaches to look at both the individual and team data and determine various features or characteristics of play, such as which players play best together, the strengths and weaknesses of individuals, the strengths and weaknesses of various groupings of players, who is ball “hogg ing,” who is insufficiently involved in the game, who is loafing, etc. The coaches and/or team members can evaluate the data in real time (e.g., on the sidelines, in the coach’s box) during the game or practice session to better understand whether a combination of players is working (or, potentially, to discover an injury or other need for substitution by noting that a player’s performance has suddenly fallen off). Also, the team data can be used to motivate the individuals to challenge one another and/or to motivate them to make efforts to improve the overall team statistics.

E. Example Website Features

Additional aspects of this invention relate to the
Fig. 10 illustrates an example user interface screen 1500 that may be used in systems and methods in accordance with at least some examples of this invention. As shown in Fig. 10, the interface screen 1500 may present much information to the player, including information relating to a specific game or practice session, as well as information relating to more long term use of systems and methods in accordance with this invention. For example, as shown in Fig. 10, user interfaces 1500 in accordance with this invention may provide information relating to the overall total number of games played by the player, the total overall minutes logged by the player using the system, the player’s top speed over that time period, and the player’s top speed while in possession of the ball (e.g., while he was personally in possession of the ball or within close proximity to it, not while the team was in possession).

The interface screen 1500 also provides information for an individual game (with the ability to select among the various stored games on the system). As illustrated in Fig. 10, in this example interface, the screen 1500 displays information relating to the player’s movement speed during this specific game (i.e., Game 24), movement speed while in possession of the ball during this specific game, the number of "sprints" during the game (e.g., the number of times that the player’s movement speed exceeded a predetermined threshold, such as 75% of their top speed), and the player’s highest “kick power” during the course of the game (e.g., the highest ball speed logged from the player’s kick). Also, if desired, the user interface could be adapted to allow user selection of various different metrics or information to be displayed.

The “Gameline” portion of this example interface screen 1500 includes information relating to the specific game displayed. For example, in the illustrated screen 1500, the Gameline includes information indicating the entire distance that the player moved during the game, the number of minutes played, and the number of “touches” or times that the player had “possession” of the ball. Additionally, in this example, the Gameline includes information regarding the user’s speed over the course of the game, as well as the times that the player’s team had possession of the ball. In this example, the dark black portions 1502a of the player’s movement velocity line 1502 indicate when the player’s team did not have possession of the ball and the lighter gray portions 1502b of the player’s movement velocity line 1502 indicate when the player’s team had possession of the ball. The visible portion of the movement velocity line 1502 can be changed so that any desired portion of the game can be displayed (the 60 to 90 minute time period is displayed in this illustrated example), or an entire game (or the portion in which the player played) can be displayed in a single view, if desired. Other metrics may be displayed in the Gameline portion of the interface 1500, if desired, without departing from this invention, either in place of this movement velocity time line 1502 or in addition to it (such as the times when the player kicked the ball, the player’s goals (as shown), the player’s successful passes, the team’s goals, etc.). Also, if desired, user interfaces according to the invention could be designed to allow user selection of various different metrics in the Gameline portion.

User interfaces in accordance with at least some examples of this invention also may display team information (or even competitor team information), if more than one player is equipped with the sensors and detectors in accordance with this invention. Fig. 11 illustrates an example user interface screen 1600 in which data from five players are displayed in a single screen. In this example, the player movement velocity data (e.g., top sprint speed) for five players that participated in a single game (Game 24) is displayed, e.g., so that the players or coaches can compare performance characteristics. Furthermore, in this example interface screen 1600, data for other games can be selected, or data for other measured metrics may be displayed in this type of user interface without departing from this invention.

Systems and methods in accordance with at least some examples of this invention may include "goals" or "challenges." While the goals may be set by the individual player for himself or herself, optionally, the goals or challenges may be set by a coach, a teammate, a competitor, etc. Figs. 12A and 12B illustrate an example. Fig. 12A illustrates a user interface screen similar to that of Fig. 10, but in this example, each data metric further includes "grayed out" blocks that represent a player’s "goal" or "challenge" for that metric. For example, in Fig. 12A, the data from Game 24 is displayed with an indication of the player’s performance in that game (the blackened in boxes) and an indication of where the player’s performance stood with respect to their "goal" or "challenge" levels (the grayed out boxes). The specific metric for the "goal" or "challenge" may be displayed in any desired manner, e.g., by clicking on the last box associated with the goal or challenge, by hovering over a grayed-out box, through a continuous display, etc. Notably, in this illustrated example, the system indicates that the player’s overall top "speed" goal or challenge is 18.4 km/h, while in the present game they had only run at a top speed of 17.2 km/h.

In the next game (Game 25), however, as illus-
trated in the user interface screen 1750 of Fig. 12B, Player A achieved his or her speed goal by running 18.5 km/h. In this instance, systems and methods in accordance with at least some examples of this invention may provide a congratulatory message (e.g., textually, visually, audibly, etc., note the changes in the Gameline portion of Fig. 12B as compared to Fig. 12A). Furthermore, if desired, in an effort to keep the player motivated, a new "goal" or "challenge" can be calculated and displayed for the player. Also, if desired, when presented as a challenge from a third party, systems and methods in accordance with at least some examples of this invention may send a message to the challenger (or offer to let the player compose a message to his or her challenger) to advise that the challenge had been met. Other "rewards," motivational information, or other interaction may be provided, if desired, without departing from this invention.

[0063] User interfaces for athletic performance monitoring systems and methods in accordance with this invention may take on a wide variety of forms and formats and provide a variety of different types of displays and information without departing from this invention. Fig. 13 illustrates another example user interface screen 1800 in which player speed, kicking power, and individual possession information is displayed on a more circular graph (as compared to the linear graphs of Figs. 10-12B). Fig. 13 also shows a player possession time metric as opposed to the speed on ball and number of sprint metrics provided in Figs. 10, 12A, and 12B. Displays of other metrics or combinations of metrics are possible without departing from this invention. Other graphical or other displays of the desired metric information also may be provided without departing from this invention.

F. Throwing v. Kicking Determinations

[0064] In systems and methods according to this invention, it may be desirable to distinguish between situations in which a ball or piece of sporting equipment has been thrown and when it has been kicked. This may be useful in various sports, such as soccer (e.g., to determine when play resumed and how it resumed, as will be described in more detail below) and basketball (e.g., to determine whether possession should be awarded to the other team). A determination of throwing v. kicking also may be useful for determining other metrics, such as possession time in soccer, as the throwing v. kicking determination may be useful in helping to determine when a ball goes out of bounds (e.g., on the side) during a soccer game (e.g., time between a throwing action and a previously determined kicking action may be considered "out of bounds" time in soccer (as a throwing action often is used to restart play from an out of bounds condition), and that amount of time may be deducted from a team's determined ball possession time). Aspects of this metric also may be useful in basketball, for example, to determine when the ball struck the ground (more like a "kicking action" sensor response, as described below) as opposed to being pushed with a hand (such as for a shot or pass).

[0065] In accordance with this invention, as illustrated in Figs. 14A and 14B, output from one or more pressure sensors (e.g., a ball mounted pressure sensor and/or a foot mounted pressure sensor) and/or one or more accelerometers (or other inertial sensing device) (e.g., ball mounted and/or foot mounted) may be used for determining whether a ball has been thrown or kicked. Fig. 14A illustrates the ball sensor responses during a typical throwing action (such as a throw-in in soccer, a shot in basketball, etc.) and Fig. 14B illustrates the ball sensor responses during a typical kicking action (or a dribble off the floor in basketball). As shown in Fig. 14A, the output from both a pressure sensor and an acceleration sensor during a throwing action will tend to be a slow, long signal (or, depending on the throw, there may be little to no pressure signal at all from a simple throwing action). During a kicking action, however, as illustrated in Fig. 14B, a relatively short and strong impulse signal is generated by both the pressure sensor and the accelerometer sensor followed by a low-rate slowdown of the ball (e.g., due to aerodynamics, gravity, etc.). The pressure change inside the ball (or other object) is much slower when thrown as compared to when kicked, but the pressure change may last a longer time during the course of a throw event. Additionally, the accelerometer output will tend to constitute a much longer signal and lower level of acceleration from a throw as compared to a kick. These differences in sensor output between Figs. 14A and 14B will allow systems and methods in accordance with examples of this invention to distinguish between throwing actions (such as throw-ins in soccer, shots or passes in basketball, etc.) and kicking actions (or other similar actions that will generate a similar pressure and accelerometer output spike, such as ball contact with ground (e.g., a dribble), ball contact with a basketball rim, ball or puck contact with a goalpost or hockey stick (e.g., in football, hockey, soccer, etc.)).

G. Additional Potential Features and/or Metrics that may be Measured in Systems and Methods According to this Invention

[0066] As noted above, while much of the above description has been provided in terms of use in a soccer environment, given the benefit of this disclosure, one skilled in the art could readily extend aspects and features of this invention to other team sports, such as basketball, American football, hockey, rugby, field hockey, lacrosse, baseball, cricket, volleyball, badminton, tennis, and the like. Different metrics may be tracked, stored, and/or displayed for different players or for different positions on the team (e.g., goalie versus center versus defensemen, etc.).

[0067] A wide variety of parameters or metrics may be measured and determined without departing from this invention. Including the various metrics described above,
additional metrics that may be measured in systems and methods in accordance with at least some examples of this invention may include: vertical leap (e.g., with a body core mounted three axis accelerometer); number of leaps; jump height with the ball; jump height without the ball; team pace or match pace (an aggregate measure of speed, distance, and/or other data from all players on the team); on-field position and/or movement; on-field position and/or movement with respect to the ball's location; average speed intervals (on and off ball); top speed intervals (on and off ball); total distance moved (on and off ball); distance intervals; shot power; shots on goal; assists; blocks; saves; game duration; playing time; typical game statistics; etc. Data relating to any of these or the other metrics above may be combined and/or further processed, if desired, to provide other metrics or indices relating to the athlete's performance, such as a "hustle" or "intensity index," the number of shots without a goal, average number of shots between goals, tackles per game, minutes without giving up a goal, shot blocks, etc.

Another useful metric similar to one described above also may be termed "explosiveness," e.g., data and metrics tracking the player's initial movements from a slowed pace or stopped position. For example, this metric may include acceleration information relating to the first two or three steps. Additionally or alternatively, this metric may include information relating to the force applied to the athlete's foot or feet even before the athlete moves (i.e., as he or she prepares or "loads up" to take off).

Another useful metric may involve consideration of the differences in a player's performance over the course of a single game. If a player has a dramatic drop off later in the game, this information could be useful to provide other metrics or indices relating to the athlete's performance, such as a "hustle" or "intensity index," the number of shots without a goal, average number of shots between goals, tackles per game, minutes without giving up a goal, shot blocks, etc.

A useful metric of this invention may include: vertical leap (e.g., with a body core mounted three axis accelerometer); number of leaps; jump height with the ball; jump height without the ball; team pace or match pace (an aggregate measure of speed, distance, and/or other data from all players on the team); on-field position and/or movement; on-field position and/or movement with respect to the ball's location; average speed intervals (on and off ball); top speed intervals (on and off ball); total distance moved (on and off ball); distance intervals; shot power; shots on goal; assists; blocks; saves; game duration; playing time; typical game statistics; etc. Data relating to any of these or the other metrics above may be combined and/or further processed, if desired, to provide other metrics or indices relating to the athlete's performance, such as a "hustle" or "intensity index," the number of shots without a goal, average number of shots between goals, tackles per game, minutes without giving up a goal, shot blocks, etc.

Another useful metric similar to one described above also may be termed "explosiveness," e.g., data and metrics tracking the player's initial movements from a slowed pace or stopped position. For example, this metric may include acceleration information relating to the first two or three steps. Additionally or alternatively, this metric may include information relating to the force applied to the athlete's foot or feet even before the athlete moves (i.e., as he or she prepares or "loads up" to take off).

Another useful metric may involve consideration of the differences in a player's performance over the course of a single game. If a player has a dramatic drop off later in the game, this information could be useful to the coach (e.g., to provide motivation, to induce substitution, etc.) or to the player (e.g., to induce work on conditioning, etc.).

Systems and methods according to this invention also may allow user input of other information relative to the game, such as temperature, humidity, wind conditions, field conditions (e.g., wet, dry, etc.), etc. Tracking these features may be useful to see how players perform under a variety of conditions and determining which players to field under a given set of conditions.

If desired, aspects of this invention also may include various automatic ON/OFF switching features, e.g., to preserve battery power for the actual game time but to assure that the desired data is captured. As one example, a referee, scorer, or coach could include a device that turns all devices ON and OFF from a central location. As another example, if desired, detection of the referee's whistle frequency could be used to turn the devices on and off.

Systems and methods according to examples of this invention also may be used to recreate an animation of the game (and the player's performance) on the computer screen after the game has been completed (or even while it is going on).

Aspects of this invention also may be useful for other purposes within the context of a team sport, such as a referee assistant (e.g., did a player have possession, was a player out of bounds, was the ball out of bounds, was the shot made before time expired, etc.). Coaches also could use features of the invention during practices, drills, or even during the overall game to determine which players should play, which players should play together, which players should not play together, as a motivational tool, when to substitute, etc.

The following description, in conjunction with Figs. 16 through 88, provides some detailed information relating to measurement of various metrics and various other features of systems and methods according to examples of this invention that may be useful in various environments, including for use in monitoring athletic performance in the context of soccer (e.g., for use in a soccer game, soccer training, soccer practice, etc.) or other team based sports. Figs. 16 through 88 illustrate various soccer (or other sport) scenarios (e.g., typical game or practice events, types of plays, types of ball control or ball possession transfer, etc.) as well example "sensing architecture" and example sensors and/or combinations of sensors (called "Potential Embodiments" in Figs. 16-88) that may be useful in collecting the data and making the measurements for determining features, aspects, and metrics based on that scenario. The following abbreviations are included in the various figures, and these abbreviations have the meanings provided below:

**Motion Sensing Definitions:**

- CS - Core mass sensor (sensor(s) on the athlete's body core capturing player motion data)
- SS - Shoe (or foot) based sensor (sensor(s) in one or more shoes to capture foot motion data)
- BS - Ball Sensor (sensor(s) in the ball to capture ball motion data)

**Proximity Sensing Definitions:**

- CP - Core mass proximity sensor (sensor(s) on the athlete's body creating a proximity sensing field around the player, e.g., as described above)
- FP - Foot based proximity sensor (sensor(s) mount-
ed on the shoes or near the foot creating a tight proximity sensing region between the ball and a foot (which may be the same as or similar to the core mass sensors described above))
IM -Impact sensor (a time stamped impact on a foot sensor and a ball sensor indicating foot/ball contact)

Sensor Types:

[0077]
R - Radar based sensor system
RF - Radio (or radio frequency) based sensor system
GPS - Global positioning satellite based sensor system
M - Magnet based sensor system (e.g., Hall Effect sensors, etc.)
MC - Magnetic coil based sensor system
P - Pressure sensor system (e.g., piezoelectrics, etc.)
A - Accelerometer sensor system
G - Gyroscope based sensor system
T - Time sensor or clock
C - Compass (e.g., electronic compass)

[0078] Figs. 16 through 29 illustrate various potential features for detecting interactions of soccer players with respect to the ball, e.g., during a game, practice session, etc. The features of these "player on ball" determination systems, methods, and metrics will be described in more detail below.

Fig. 16 - Receive Possession:

[0079] To create useful metrics for the game of soccer, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention will have at least some manner of determining when possession of the ball starts (e.g., to determine individual player possession time, team possession time, etc.). Therefore, systems and methods according to examples of this invention include some manner of choosing and determining events that start the possession clock and/or keep the possession clock running. In accordance with this example of the invention, sensors in the shoe and the ball may be used to determine and start a possession event. Proximity sensing alone (e.g., player proximity to the ball, as described above) may not be sufficient to determine accurately when a possession actually starts for all uses, so additional sensing methods may be provided to more accurately determine when a possession time clock can be initiated in accordance with at least some examples of this invention.

[0080] As shown in Fig. 16, in this example system and method according to the invention, a sensing system in the ball (pressure sensor, accelerometer, gyro, magnetometer, etc.) detects an impact to the ball, and coincidentally a sensor (accelerometer, piezo element, or other inertial sensing system) in the boot of a player matches the impact time exactly. This precise moment may be used in at least some systems and methods according to this invention to determine the start of possession. In other words, as illustrated in Fig. 16, when Player A kicks the ball toward Player B, Player B’s proximity to the ball and then contact between Player B’s shoe and the ball, optionally along with departure of the ball from the proximity of Player A, will be used to establish possession and start a possession time clock for Player B and/or continue a team possession time clock for one team (if Player A and Player B are on the same team) and/or start a new team possession time clock (if Player A and Player B are on different teams). Various examples of the sensing architecture and sensor systems that may be used for determining this metric are illustrated in Fig. 16.

Fig. 17 - Player Possession:

[0081] In addition to determining when an individual player’s possession starts, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention further may wish to track how long an individual player maintains possession of the ball. Fig. 17 illustrates various example features of potential systems and methods for determining individual player possession. This example system and method according to the invention uses sensors in the shoe and the ball to start this event (as described above in conjunction with Fig. 16), and then uses proximity detection features to confirm that the player has kept possession after that initial contact and the length of time associated with this possession. For example, when the player kicks the ball out of their proximity (at least under certain conditions as will be described in more detail below) or if the player is tackled and loses possession (as will be described in more detail below), these events may be determined as possession ending events (which can be used to at least temporarily stop that player’s possession time clock). Various examples of determining player possession and/or proximity may be used, as described above.

[0082] As some more specific examples, as noted above, a sensing system in the ball (e.g., pressure sensor, accelerometer, gyro, magnetometer, etc.) detects an impact to the ball, and coincidentally a sensor in the boot of a player (e.g., accelerometer, piezo element, or other inertial sensing system) matches the impact time exactly. This precise moment determines the start of possession. Then, an on body proximity sensor can be used (e.g., as described above, such as a radar, radio frequency, or magnet system) to confirm that the ball remains in the field of proximity and (via the time counting sensor) the amount of time that the ball remains within this field of proximity (optionally, without another player having contact with the ball, which would constitute a change in individual possession (but not necessarily team possession)).
As described above, one metric that may be particularly useful for determination by systems and methods in accordance with examples of this invention constitutes a player's "speed on ball" metric (e.g., a measure of how fast a player moves while in possession of the ball). Fig. 18 illustrates an example system and method. In this example system and method, a proximity sensing system (such as radar, radio frequency, magnetic sensors, etc.) is used to determine when the ball is in proximity to the player. Impact sensing systems in the boot (accelerometer, piezo element, etc.) are matched to impact sensing systems in the ball (pressure sensor, accelerometer, gyro, etc.) to determine when the foot impacts the ball. Speed on ball is then determined as the speed at which the player moves while in continuous proximity to the ball, with repeated foot impacts to the ball, and/or as the speed at which the player moves while the ball is determined to continuously be in his/her possession.

As another alternative, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention may continue the "speed on ball" measurement metric (as well as a player possession metric as described above) even when the ball falls outside the core proximity sensing capabilities under certain circumstances. For example, the speed and ball and/or player possession metrics may continue running their clocks when the ball moves outside the core proximity sensing capabilities as long as: (a) the ball never is detected to be in the proximity of another player and/or (b) the amount of time the ball is outside the player’s core proximity sensing range is below a specified time threshold. This would cover situations where a player is running fast and making long dribbles (which may extend outside the core proximity detection range) while still consistently maintaining control of the ball.

As some more specific examples, the following dribble types may be determined: (a) a "short dribble" can be defined as player dribbling the ball with a low player speed (e.g., below a threshold speed, optionally a threshold speed based on the individual player’s top sprinting speed and/or average running speed), (b) a "break dribble" (or "break away" dribbling) can be defined as a player with an accelerating player speed, and (c) a "long dribble" can be defined as a player dribbling beginning with a break dribble followed by a steady player velocity and/or then repeated foot contact by the same player. Systems and methods according to aspects of this invention may further break up player possession time into the various times that the player spent in these various different dribbling activities.

This common play in the game of soccer may be detected by systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention using a multitude of sensing systems and combining their outputs. An impact sensing system inside the ball (e.g., accelerometer, pressure sensor, etc.) is matched to an impact sensing system inside the boot to time-match impacts to know when the ball is struck by a specific foot, as described above. Additionally, a player speed sensing system (e.g., foot based, core-mounted inertial sensing based, etc.) may be used to determine player speed. Using a determination of the start of possession as described above, one example sequence of events that could lead to a determination of a "knock on and sprint" event may include the following sequential steps:

1. Ball impact is detected along with a foot impact, determining start of possession;
2. The proximity sensing system determines when an opposing player comes within the possession radius;
3. The ball and shoe sensors then determine a kick by the player having possession;
4. The speed sensing system detects a sprint while the ball is located outside the proximity detection radius from the player;
5. The same player then runs onto the ball, and the proximity sensing system determines player/ball proximity;
6. Then, the start of possession determination methods described above are then used to determine the resumption of the player’s possession.

The number of "knock on and sprint" events detected for an individual player during the course of a game (or other time period) may be determined as a metric, e.g., as a measure of the player's effectiveness at avoiding defensemen, as a player's ball control capability, etc.
One important skill in the game of soccer is the ability of a player to keep the ball within very close proximity to himself or herself while still reaching very high running speeds. Systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention may be used to determine a player's top speed (or average speed, etc.) when keeping the ball in close proximity. As some more specific examples, an inertial sensing system may be employed to determine player speed and movement distance (e.g., accelerometers, piezo elements, etc.), and an impact sensing system inside the ball (e.g., accelerometer, pressure sensor, etc.) may be matched to an inertial sensing system inside the boot to time-match impacts to enable determination of when the ball is struck by a specific foot. Optionally, sensor systems may be provided to enable determination of the path that the foot has traveled over the course of its movement (e.g., accelerometers, gyros, etc.). A proximity sensing system also is employed (e.g., magnetic sensing, radio frequency, radar, etc.) to enable determinations of when the ball is in proximity to the players on the field. Using such hardware, determination of "close control" may be performed as follows:

a. The proximity detection systems determine when the ball is close in to the player.

b. Speed is determined using an on-body or on shoe speed and/or distance system, such as an accelerometer, piezo element, or similar.

c. At no time during the run can the ball leave a defined proximity from the player.

Such a system may enable determination of the player’s top speed, average speed, and/or other speed characteristics while at all times maintaining the ball within a defined proximity or distance from his/her body (i.e., movement speed while maintaining close control over the ball). Such a metric may be useful in identifying players with breakaway speed that will still have a good ability to maintain control and possession of the ball even at high speeds.

This example aspect of the invention combines an impact sensing system in each of the user’s shoes and an impact detection system in the ball, as has been described above. Time correlated impact events between the ball and each individual shoe may be ascertained to enable determination of which foot struck the ball. This data can be logged over the course of a game (or any desired time period), and the system can store this information and/or wirelessly communicate the data to a remote location. The data can be presented to the player (or coach, etc.), e.g., as a chart, graph, histogram, etc., to inform the player how often they use each foot during dribbling. This metric also can be used at least in part to formulate a report for the athlete that includes suggestions on how to improve. This metric allows determination of the dominant foot used by the athlete, which can lead to further metrics (such as development of weak foot to provide better shots on goal, etc).

This example aspect of the invention uses a combination of various sensing systems described above to create a skill metric describing how well a player deals with an incoming ball (e.g., from a pass, during a steal, etc.). A formula can be created by the combination of two or more of the following metrics, some of which are described above and some of which are described in more detail below: (a) Kick Style, (b) Speed of the Ball, (c) Proximity, (d) Deceleration of the Ball (as determined by inertial/pressure sensing systems in the ball), and/or (e) Player Speed. As a more specific example, if desired, a ratio of (Speed of the Incoming Ball + Player Speed)/Ball Proximity after first touch may provide a useful metric. If the ball is maintained in close proximity to the player during an incoming kick, this indicates good player control over the ball. Maintaining close proximity to the incoming ball after the player’s first touch, particularly when the ball is moving at high speed and/or the player is moving at high speed, is even more difficult. Therefore, a high ratio as described above would provide one potential incoming ball control metric. Other control metrics may be determined, e.g., using the other metrics described above without departing from this invention.

A "one touch pass" is a frequently used play in soccer that can be very influential in the game, allowing for fast movement of the ball and creation of space between the ball and defensemen. A "one touch pass" determination may be accomplished in a manner similar to a combination of a "pass" determination and a "possession" determination as described above. In the "one touch pass" scenario, the ball comes into the player’s proximity rapidly, strikes one of the player’s feet one time (e.g., determined using time matched ball and boot impact sensors), travels out of proximity, and (optionally), into possession or proximity of a teammate. While the player making the one touch pass may not (and/or need not) get possession time credit (because his/her possession time is too short), counting the player’s involvement in the play and/or counting the player’s pass can be very valuable information and a very valuable metric (e.g., for determining various other data or metrics, such as assists, passing efficiency, etc.) in understanding the effectiveness of a particular player.
For determination of this event and/or metric, output from an impact sensing system inside the ball is time matched with output from an impact sensing system inside the boot to enable a determination of when the ball is struck by a specific foot. A proximity sensing system also may be employed, as described above, to enable a determination of when the ball is in proximity to the various players on the field. A determination of a “tackle avoided” metric according to this example of the invention uses the above defined dribble metric and a contested time determination (e.g., defined as a time period when the ball is located within close proximity to players on both teams). The following sensor outputs may be utilized to determine whether a tackle has been avoided:

- A dribble or possession is recorded by or awarded to a particular player.
- The ball proximity sensing system detects a “contested time” event when two or more players, with at least one from each of the teams on the pitch, located within a predetermined proximity to the ball.
- A short time later, another dribble or possession determination is recorded by or awarded to the same player as in step a above, but with no other players in proximity to the ball (as detected by the proximity sensing system).

This sequence of events may be used to award a “tackle avoided” event to the player maintaining possession. Tabulation of such events may provide useful ball control metrics for the various players.

Determination of successful tackles also is a useful metric that may be tracked by systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention. Determination of this metric is substantially the same as determination of the “Tackle Avoided” metric described above, except to have a successful tackle determination, an opposition player who was in proximity to the ball, a player that went in for the tackle, leaves in possession of the ball or successfully passes the ball to a teammate (a player on the opposite team from the player initially awarded possession). More specifically, as shown in Fig. 32, while Player A has possession of the ball (e.g., is dribbling), Player B from the opposing team moves in to attempt a tackle; Player A loses possession to Player B during the contested possession time; and Player B leaves with sole possession of the ball or passes the ball to a team member. Tabulation of successful tackle events may provide useful ball control metrics for the various players, e.g., for determining poor ball handlers, superior defensive players, etc.

Determination of a “skin” event may utilize an impact sensing system inside the ball and impact sensing systems inside the boots to enable time-matching of ball and boot impacts and to enable determination of when the ball is struck by a specific foot. This determination also may utilize a proximity sensing system to enable a determination of when the ball is in proximity to the various players on the field, and, in at least some examples, a core-mounted player rotational sensor (e.g., a compass sensor, a gyro sensor, an accelerometer, etc.) to enable a determination of which direction the player is facing and/or player relative rotational information. Using such a system, a “skin” may be defined by the following sequence of events:

- A first player receives a pass by registering proximity of the ball to the player as well as a simultaneous impact event on both the ball and boot.
- A second player is detected by the ball proximity sensing system (e.g., beginning a contested time period determination).
- The core mounted rotational sensor registers a 360 degree rotation of the first player (or some other significant rotational or other directional change move).
- The proximity sensing system from the ball senses only the first player in proximity of the ball (e.g., a break away from the second player plus possession of or proximity to the ball).
- A dribble or pass event is then recorded by the first player.

Using the possession and/or player proximity to the ball determination technology described above also can provide useful information for presentation of the data for player or coach review. For example, computer display screens and interfaces in accordance with at least some examples of this invention can provide a graphic visualization of the amount of time each player was near the ball and involved in the game. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 28, a first region in immediate vicinity of a visual depiction of the player (e.g., a photo, an avatar, etc.), optionally having a first color or a first color intensity, may indicate the amount of time the player had possession of the ball; a second region surrounding the first region (optionally having a second color or a lighter color intensity from that described above) may indicate the amount of time that the player was in proximity to the ball whether or not in possession (e.g., contested time, defending time, etc.); and, optionally, a third region surrounding the first and second regions that indicates the entire game time or the entire time that the specifically identified player was on the pitch and in the game. Such data presentation can provide a quick visual indicator (optionally coupled with other data on the display, such
Fig. 29 - Intensity:

[0098] An intensity metric can be created, for example, using one or more of the sensing systems described above (e.g., player to ball proximity sensing, player to player proximity sensing, player speed, passes, tackles, etc.). As some more specific examples, an intensity metric may include information such as involvement in a play (e.g., ball proximity information (number of times close to the ball, number of times in possession of the ball, etc.), number of passes (including one touch passes), etc.), player proximity information (number of times close to another player, number of successful tackles, etc.), speed of the player on ball, speed of the player off ball, time spent near opposition players that are on ball, man-to-man marking, closing in on the ball, tracking back, etc. This information also can be displayed on a computer display device and/or a user interface therefore, in any desired manner, e.g., as shown in Fig. 29.

[0099] Figs. 30 through 39 illustrate various potential features for detecting and/or measuring various metrics relating to soccer players’ kicking actions, e.g., during a game, practice session, etc. The features of these "kick" feature determination systems, methods, and metrics will be described in more detail below.

Fig. 30 - Kick Zone Determinations:

[0100] At least some systems and methods according to examples of this invention will be able to determine the area of the boot and/or foot that impacts the ball during a kick. Such systems and methods may use, for example, an impact vector reporting sensor system (such as a 3-axis accelerometer) in the boot, combined with sensing mechanisms in the ball that can communicate the exact times of impacts. The acceleration vector produced by the impact of the boot with the ball is matched up to the exact time in which the ball is impacted. Because the soccer ball is approximately spherical, the impact vector as reported by the boot will be normal to the surface of the boot that impacted the ball. Therefore a distribution of kick zones on the surface of the boot can be output to the user to help inform skill level and areas of development.

[0101] This kick zone distribution information may be displayed on computer displays and/or user interfaces in accordance with at least some examples of this invention, for example, as shown in Fig. 30, where the color intensity or color area corresponds to the number of kicks produced in that area of the shoe (e.g., 1-5 kicks in a zone makes the zone appear red, 6-10 kicks in a zone makes the zone appear blue, etc.). Any number of zones may be provided in the display or a point for each individual kick may be provided in the display without departing from this invention (optionally with the ability for the user to “drill down” to get more data about the individual kick, such as ball speed, travel distance, kick results (e.g., successful pass, goal, turnover, out of bounds, etc.), and the like).

[0102] As an alternative, a rotational sensing system may be provided at or near the center of the shoe, and this sensing system can be used to determine the immediate rotation of the foot that occurs when the ball is impacted. This information will allow systems and methods according to this example of the invention to determine if the ball impact occurs ahead or behind the center of rotation axis of the sensor, as well as the side of the foot that impacts the ball.

Fig. 31 - Ball Flight Path Distribution:

[0103] As another potential feature, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention will allow for determination of a ball flight path distribution. In this example system and method, the output of a three-dimensional accelerometer in the ball is used in combination with the kick zone determination features described above. As a more specific example, if the acceleration vector from the ball is known (and therefore, the flight direction can be determined), this information combined with the impact location on the boot, allows the flight path of the ball to be determined. This information can then be fed into a system that aggregates the distribution of these flight paths, and the information can be displayed on computer displays and/or user interfaces in accordance with at least some examples of this invention, for example, as shown in Fig. 31, wherein the flight direction off the boot from one or more kicks over the course of a game or other time period can be displayed. The length of the lines shown in the display of Fig. 31 may correlate to the length of the flight path of the ball (optionally with more data available for each individual kick, if desired, e.g., as described above). This information can be used by players and/or their coaches to determine appropriate drills or training sessions to help the player develop specific skills or improve his play and/or versatility. As shown in Fig. 31, the ball flight path information may be combined with the kick zone information in the display.

[0104] As some alternatives, a compass, gyro, or other rotational sensor can be added to the system to more accurately determine flight path. Faster rotations of the ball may be considered as producing a more curved flight path due to the aerodynamics of the ball. In such systems and methods, the ball flight path on the display of Fig. 31 may be displayed as a curved path with the degree of the curve displayed correlating to the amount of spin and direction of spin applied to the ball during the kick.

Fig. 32 - Longest In-Game Kick:

[0105] As another metric, systems and methods in accordance with at least some examples of this invention
may determine the longest ball kick by an individual player over the course of a game. As a more specific example, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention may use ball speed information (e.g., using known and commercially available technology, such as systems and methods available from CAIROS). Furthermore, this example system and method will collect data using in-ball sensing capabilities (e.g., including, but not limited to: pressure sensors, accelerometers, or gyroscopes) to determine the first impact that occurs after the ball is kicked. Data relating to the kick speed combined with flight time data is then multiplied to get a "longest kick" metric. Additionally, if desired, ball travel directional vector information (e.g., from in-ball sensing systems), such as kick elevation angle as discussed below, can be used to provide an initial ball flight direction vector to provide further directional and distance information. Those skilled in the art can add modifiers to the product of kick speed and flight time (e.g., rotational information) that take into account aerodynamic or other flight effects which may reduce the total flight distance.

Fig. 33 - Kick Elevation Angle:

[0106] Kick elevation angle may be an important metric in the game of soccer, particularly when it comes to game events, such as free kicks and penalty kicks. For example, on a penalty kick, a ball flight having too high of an elevational angle combined with high speed will never be capable of scoring a goal (e.g., if the ball sails over the level of the net). Systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention may determine the kick elevation angle by using one of multiple methods of determining the gravity vector (e.g., such as an accelerometer), and then combining it with kick vector data as reported by an inertial sensing system within the soccer ball. The elevation angle of the kick with respect to gravity then may be determined and reported by the ball to a remote system (or stored for later download or use).

[0107] Systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention further may determine the various types of kicks and a kick type distribution for individual players (and/or for a team, a specific lineup or combination of players, etc.). Such systems and methods may include use of an impact sensing system inside the ball (e.g., accelerometer, pressure sensor, etc.) which may be matched to an inertial sensing system inside the boot to time-match impacts, which allows determination of when the ball is struck by a specific foot. The boot further may include sensors that allow determination of the path that the foot has traveled over the course of the kick (e.g., gyro, accelerometer, etc.). A proximity sensing system also may be employed (e.g., magnetic sensing, RSSI, etc.) to allow determination of when the ball is in proximity to the players on the field. A core-mounted play-
An inertial sensing system inside the boot detects the distance/amount of travel the foot moves in the backward direction. Optionally, the inertial sensing system can detect when the moment the foot stops during the backswing and begins to move forward and then detects the amount of forward movement the foot travels before striking the ball.

At the time of impact, the ball and shoe sensors simultaneously record an impact, and that information is shared via wireless communication (or stored).

Pressure and accelerometers inside the ball report the speed of the ball immediately after the kick. Optionally an inertial sensor inside the ball could record speed.

Ball speed and foot travel path can then be correlated to determine how far the boot traveled before striking the ball.

Leg power is inversely proportional to the amount of distance the foot covered before the ball was struck, and is directly proportional to the speed of the ball immediately after impact. As another option, the peak pressure inside the ball can be used instead of the true ball speed, as the peak pressure will correlate to ball speed. As another option, the magnitude of acceleration of the ball immediately after kick may be used as opposed to the ball speed because these values will correlate to one another as well.

The leg power metric can provide useful data for a player or coach, e.g., to identify stronger players, to identify areas of individuals needing work or training, to compare one leg’s capabilities and use against the other leg, etc.

This example aspect of the invention provides a sensing system that can determine the type of kick that was made on a soccer ball. As one more specific example, this example aspect of the invention allows the system to differentiate between a lofted ball flight v. a ball flight that is closer to or along the ground.

Output from an impact sensing system inside the ball can detect when the moment the ball stops during the backswing and begins to move forward and then detects the amount of forward movement the foot travels before striking the ball.

At the time of impact, the ball and shoe sensors simultaneously record an impact, and that information is shared via wireless communication (or stored).

Pressure and accelerometers inside the ball report the speed of the ball immediately after the kick. Optionally an inertial sensor inside the ball could record speed.

Ball speed and foot travel path can then be correlated to determine how far the boot traveled before striking the ball.

Leg power is inversely proportional to the amount of distance the foot covered before the ball was struck, and is directly proportional to the speed of the ball immediately after impact. As another option, the peak pressure inside the ball can be used instead of the true ball speed, as the peak pressure will correlate to ball speed. As another option, the magnitude of acceleration of the ball immediately after kick may be used as opposed to the ball speed because these values will correlate to one another as well.

The leg power metric can provide useful data for a player or coach, e.g., to identify stronger players, to identify areas of individuals needing work or training, to compare one leg’s capabilities and use against the other leg, etc.

This example aspect of the invention provides a sensing system that can determine the type of kick that was made on a soccer ball. As one more specific example, this example aspect of the invention allows the system to differentiate between a lofted ball flight v. a ball flight that is closer to or along the ground.

Output from an impact sensing system inside the ball can detect when the moment the ball stops during the backswing and begins to move forward and then detects the amount of forward movement the foot travels before striking the ball.

At the time of impact, the ball and shoe sensors simultaneously record an impact, and that information is shared via wireless communication (or stored).

Pressure and accelerometers inside the ball report the speed of the ball immediately after the kick. Optionally an inertial sensor inside the ball could record speed.

Ball speed and foot travel path can then be correlated to determine how far the boot traveled before striking the ball.

Leg power is inversely proportional to the amount of distance the foot covered before the ball was struck, and is directly proportional to the speed of the ball immediately after impact. As another option, the peak pressure inside the ball can be used instead of the true ball speed, as the peak pressure will correlate to ball speed. As another option, the magnitude of acceleration of the ball immediately after kick may be used as opposed to the ball speed because these values will correlate to one another as well.

The leg power metric can provide useful data for a player or coach, e.g., to identify stronger players, to identify areas of individuals needing work or training, to compare one leg’s capabilities and use against the other leg, etc.
communicate with the ball sensor system, which can then modify the reported ball speed value based on the speed of the player, thereby turning the measured value from a relative metric into an absolute ball speed metric, which may have been determined to be "on-ball speed" using technology described above.

Fig. 38 - Pass Accuracy at Speed:

[0119] This example aspect of systems and methods according to the invention measures the metric of pass accuracy (e.g., successful passes to teammates) with the additional passing player’s speed associated with it. Using an on-body or in-shoe sensing system (such as a three-dimensional accelerometer or a piezoelectric element) to determine player speed, as well as player-to-ball proximity/possession technology described above, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention can measure the ability of a player to accurately pass to a teammate while moving at higher running speeds. More specific examples of measuring this metric follow.

[0120] Via wireless communication methods, the ball sensor and body-worn sensors communicate their respective status (e.g., player making the kick, the player receiving possession after the kick, the speed of the player making the kick, etc.) which is then recorded on either of the two devices (or transmitted to an external device) for future visualization and review. This metric can be used as a skill metric to determine how much ball control a player has while running at or near their top speed (e.g., while travelling at 75% of the player's top recorded running speed or higher (e.g., that particular game’s top running speed, or an overall top running speed in all of the player’s collected data), optionally while traveling at 75% of the player’s top recorded "on-ball" running speed or higher, etc.).

[0121] If desired, this information may be displayed or visualized on a web page or hand-held device (such as a mobile phone) and compared with other metrics gathered by the system in previous and future games.

Fig. 39 - Volley:

[0122] This example aspect of the invention measures information regarding volleys. For determining this information, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention use inertial and/or pressure sensing systems within the ball to determine ball speed. Wireless communication capabilities also may be provided within the ball to broadcast the ball speed information, as well as an exact time of impact (alternatively, this data may be simply stored). Additionally, inertial sensing systems may be provided as part of boot of the players, such as an accelerometer, a piezoelectric element, or other device. In such systems and methods, a volley can be determined by detecting coincident impacts to the boot and ball of one player, with then an "in-air" signature signal from the in-ball accelerometer. If the next impact registered by the ball is coincident with an impact to another player’s boot, this then signifies a volley where the ball never touched the ground in-between the initial kicker's boot and the receiver's boot. In such a situation, the receiver may be credited with a "volley". Volleys are an important metric because they indicate an ability to keep the ball moving in a rapid manner (which may help avoid defenses, particularly when the volley is coupled with a successful pass to a teammate, a scored goal, or other favorable event, which also can be detected by systems and methods in accordance with at least some examples of this invention).

[0123] Figs. 40 through 44 illustrate various potential features for detecting and/or measuring various metrics relating to actions involving in sending the ball into play after a stoppage of play, such as an out of bounds event, etc. The features of these "set piece" feature determination systems, methods, and metrics will be described in more detail below.

Fig. 40 - Free Kick Awarded:

[0124] Systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention may determine when a free kick has been awarded. The free kick can be determined based on the combined technologies explained above for possession and tackle determination, as well as the technology described in more detail below for determining whether a set piece exists. More particularly, a free kick can be determined by the following steps:

a. Possession of the ball is determined and awarded to a first player.
b. A second player comes into the area of the first player in possession of the ball (e.g., as determined by an attempted tackle, contested time, player-to-ball proximity, player-to-player proximity, etc.). This feature also may be determined, for example, based on person-to-person proximity and touching of the two people (e.g., as indicated by impact sensors provided on the players’ bodies).
c. The ball detects a "set piece" play, as will be described in more detail below in conjunction with Fig. 42.

[0125] The "free kick" awarded metric may be a useful measure of the effectiveness of a defensive player or other information.

Fig. 41 - Free Kick v. Penalty Kick:

[0126] Systems and methods for determining approximate flight distance of the ball are described above. Additionally, systems and methods for determining when the ball has been caught by the goalkeeper are described in more detail below. These features will be useful in automatically distinguishing a free kick from a penalty kick.
by systems and methods in accordance with examples of this invention.

A penalty kick is always kicked from the same spot on the field, where a free kick is not. Using an accelerometer and/or a combination of pressure sensor and an accelerometer, ball speed can be calculated. This example aspect of the invention uses time information from the kick to first impact within proximity of the keeper, combined with set piece knowledge (as described in more detail below) to determine if the kick was a penalty kick using ball distance. For example, if after a set piece determination the ball is kicked and comes into proximity of the goal keeper (or in contact with the goal keeper) within a certain time frame (e.g., depending on the ball speed), then it may be determined that the kick was a penalty kick. If no goal keeper proximity is detected after a set piece determination, or if no goal keeper proximity is detected within a predetermined time (e.g., depending on the ball speed), then it may be determined that a free kick occurred.

As an additional feature or an alternative feature, using a possession or proximity sensing system as described above, the two types of kicks may be differentiated. For example, a penalty kick, by definition, will not have other players (either offensive or defensive) within a very specific distance from the ball (as determine by the penalty box size). During the flight of the ball, a proximity sensing system (as described above) can determine whether the ball passed near any other players on its way to the goal. A free kick will always have defending players between the ball and the goal, and therefore, a shot on goal typically will register at least a brief proximity to a defensive player (at minimum) before reaching the keeper. As yet another example, player-to-player proximity detection may indicate two or more players on a team in tight proximity to each other (e.g., when in a wall position, as shown in Fig. 41), which also may be used as an indication that a free kick has occurred.

"Set piece," as used in this context in this specification, refers to the soccer ball being placed on the ground for an ensuing penalty kick or free kick. It is an important metric for the player to know and distinguish "set piece kicks," as these tend to be the more difficult shots on goal during the game of soccer.

Using an accelerometer or other ball mounted inertial sensing system, it can be determined when a ball is not in motion (or when its motion is slow or minimal). Some more specific examples include, but are not limited to: a three-dimensional accelerometer in the ball, a three-dimensional accelerometer combined with a gyroscope, an accelerometer in the ball combined with a compass sensor, ball movement speed and/or lack of rotation matching a player in proximity’s speed, etc. One or more of these sensor outputs may be utilized to show the ball has been carried and placed, followed by the ball not moving, and then followed immediately by a kick (matching of boot impact to ball movement/pressure spike). While this kick could be a corner kick, a penalty kick, or a free kick, the type of kick may be determined, at least in some instances, by what happens next, e.g., by who’s proximity it passes, by the next contact person, the timing between the kick and the next proximity, etc., as described above.

This example aspect of systems and methods according to this invention determine when a kick after a set piece event (e.g., determined as described above) has resulted in a goal keeper save. As noted above, the term "set piece" refers to the ball being placed on the ground for an ensuing penalty kick or free kick, and it may be determined as described above.

As a more specific example, a set piece event may be determined by systems and methods according to this example aspect of the invention in the manner described above in conjunction with Fig. 42. Once a set piece event has been determined, and when the set piece event has included proximity to the goal keeper, a throw, pass, or drop kick initiated by the goal keeper may be detected (e.g., as described above and/or in more detail below) and used as an indication that the goal keeper successfully saved the kick resulting from the set piece event (e.g., by a goalkeeper catch or parry event). Various features of goal keeper save determinations will be described in more detail below.

"Set piece" as used in this context in this specification, refers to the soccer ball being placed on the ground for an ensuing penalty kick or free kick. It is an important metric for the player to know and distinguish "set piece kicks," as these tend to be the more difficult shots on goal during the game of soccer.

Example systems and methods for determining a set piece event are described above. This example aspect of systems and methods according to the invention uses the previously defined set piece sensing method and adds proximity/possession sensing systems and methods (such as magnetic sensing, radar, etc.), e.g., like those described above, to determine whether a set piece kick was "on-goal" or not. As a more specific example, when a set piece event has been determined, immediately followed by a kick, which is then followed by ball to keeper proximity, if the next event is a kick or a drop kick by the goal keeper, then a set piece save event may be determined.

Figs. 45 through 49 illustrate various potential features for detecting and/or measuring various metrics relating to player motion, e.g., during a game, practice session, training session, etc. The features of these systems, methods, and metrics will be described in more detail below.

Systems and methods according to at least
some examples of this invention will provide information regarding the direction of player movement, which may be based, at least in part, on the player's body angle during the motion. This determination may be made, in at least some example systems and methods according to this invention, using an "on body" accelerometer to sense the upper body's angle and translate this information into a direction metric. For example, when accelerating or moving in any direction (e.g., forward, backward, to the side, etc.), the upper body tends to lean in the direction of acceleration. For example, when accelerating in the forward direction, the body leans forward. This angle and lean helps move the body forward, and the legs follow. Generally, the greater the acceleration, the greater the lean angle. This same feature also works for back steps and side steps. Accordingly, by measuring the lean of the body, information regarding the player's movement direction (and optionally the intensity of this motion) can be determined. This metric may be useful for determining a player's ability (e.g., if an offensive player spends too much time backpedalling or sidestepping, etc.) and/or ascertaining areas for training and game improvement.

Fig. 46 - Player "Turn In":

This example aspect of the invention uses a sensing system on the player that determines player speed, such as an inertial sensing system, contact-time based pedometer system, etc., and a player mounted rotational sensor, such as a gyroscope, compass sensor, etc., to determine the amount of body motion. Player "turn-in" can be defined as the amount of speed lost by the player during quick direction changes. This metric may be valuable in the game of soccer as a measure of a player's "quickness" or "agility." The acquisition of the "turn-in" metric may simply require the measurement of the speed sensing system before and after a measured rotation from the rotational sensing system. As one more specific example, the performance metric may be calculated by subtracting the player speed before the change in direction from the speed post rotation. Information relating to this metric can then be displayed or visualized on a web page or hand-held device (such as a mobile phone) and compared with other metrics gathered by the system in previous and future games. Moreover, information relating to this metric may be used to develop training programs to improve player quickness/agility.

Fig. 47 - Player "Turn In" On Ball:

This example aspect of the invention is similar to the "turn-in" determination as described above, but additionally includes the metric that the player is in possession of and/or in proximity to (and optionally maintains possession of and/or in proximity to) the ball. In other words, for any measured turn-in events, as described above, another metric can be developed for turn-in events that occur for the player while the player is in possession of or in proximity to the ball. This metric may be valuable with respect to the game of soccer as a measure of a player's "quickness" or "agility" while handling the ball or while closely defending the ball. Information relating to this metric can then be displayed or visualized on a web page or hand-held device (such as a mobile phone) and compared with other metrics gathered by the system in previous and future games. Moreover, information relating to this metric may be used to develop training programs to improve player quickness/agility while handling the ball.

Fig. 48 - In Shoe Sensor Based Contextual Reporting:

Athletic performance monitoring systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention include an in-shoe sensing system for measuring speed and/or distance information (e.g., a pedometer type speed and/or distance sensor). This sensor also may provide contextual information about the specific part of sport the athlete is in, e.g., what types of activities he or she is performing, and this contextual information may be used by other portions of the athletic performance monitoring systems and methods (e.g., on body sensors, etc.) to change the kinematic models and/or algorithms used to determine the player's running speed and/or travel distance.

Output from the shoe based sensors (e.g., accelerometer, force sensors, etc.) may include a "signature" appearance that correlates to the type of activity being performed by the athlete. For example, the in-shoe based accelerometer output (e.g., the signal shape) may differ depending on whether the athlete is moving forward, moving rearward, side stepping, tackling, passing the ball, walking, dribbling, sprinting, slow running, skipping, jumping, sliding, sliding laterally, etc. By automatically determining the type of action with which the athlete is involved (using the shoe based sensor output), more specialized algorithms for determining player performance may be called up to enable a more accurate determination of the parameters involved in the player's performance. Different algorithms also may apply under differing circumstances, for example, different speed and/or distance determining algorithms may apply depending on whether the player is on ball or off ball.

As one more specific example, because different in-shoe sensor waveforms may be involved in running forward or backward (e.g., different loft times, different pressure profiles, etc.), systems and methods according to examples of this invention may automatically determine whether an athlete is moving forward or rearward based on the characteristics of the sensor output. Because step size also may differ when moving forward as compared to moving backward, different algorithms for ascertaining speed and distance information may be called upon for providing speed and distance data, depending on whether the motion is forward or backward.
Accordingly, this aspect of the invention allows for a more accurate determination of speed and/or distance based on the determined manner in which the athlete is moving. Moreover, metrics involving the type of movement or other actions performed by the athlete may be useful for the player or coach, e.g., to indicate whether an offensive player spends too much time backpedalling or sidestepping, to measure player's efforts and intensity, etc.

**Fig. 49 - Time Spent on Toes:**

In sports and athletic performances, it is often important for the athlete to stay on his/her toes. Being on one's toes generally enables quicker reactions and/or indicates that the athlete is performing with more intensity (e.g., while sprinting, an athlete spends more time on his/her toes than when jogging or walking). Systems and methods in accordance with at least some examples of this invention may include an in-shoe sensing system that determines the foot angle so as to enable a determination of the amount of time the athlete spends on his or her toes. One more specific example of hardware for making this measurement may include an accelerometer that compares the gravity vector to the orientation of the sensor within the shoe. As another example, the shoe may include a rotational sensing system, such as a gyroscope. The shoe also may contain a measuring system like that described in more detail below in conjunction with Fig. 85. The determined information may be transmitted wirelessly to another system for processing and/or stored. The finally determined metric may include, for example, the total amount time on one's toes, the percentage of time spent on the toes, the percentage of actual movement (or running) time spent on the toes, etc.

**Fig. 50 through 59 illustrate various potential features for detecting and/or measuring various metrics relating to playing the game of soccer, which may be used and evaluated during a game, practice session, training session, etc. The features of these systems, methods, and metrics will be described in more detail below.**

**Fig. 50 - Player Posturing:**

"Player posturing" is the determination of the ball movement direction as it relates to the player's core facing direction. Using this information, one can determine if a player is in a defensive posture, in an aggressive or attacking posture, etc. The hardware used for determining this metric, in at least some example systems and methods according to this invention, include: a directional sensing system inside the ball (such as a compass sensor, accelerometer/gyro combination, etc.) to give ball movement direction; and a body-mounted sensor of similar architecture (compass sensor, accelerometer/gyro, etc.) to give player facing direction. The following example steps may be used to determine a "player posturing" metric:

1. Using inertial sensors in the ball, the direction the ball is moving (rolling or in flight) is determined.
2. Using a core-mounted sensor (such as gyro, compass, etc.), the direction the body core is facing is determined.
3. Combine these two pieces of information allows a determination of the relative ball motion to core facing direction, to help understand contextually what is happening between the player and the ball.

**Fig. 51 - Man to Man - Opposing Position:**

The determination of what opposing player a particular player had been marking can be a useful piece of information when determining a player's performance metrics. Systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention will use proximity determination methods as described above, but this technology will be used on each individual player to provide player-to-player proximity data and information.

As one alternate, if desired, peer-to-peer networking technology may be used to determine and track proximity between players (as well as between other elements within systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention). When two players are close enough to establish a peer-to-peer communication channel (e.g., between devices that they are carrying, such as shoe mounted sensors, body core mounted sensors, etc.), this could be established as a proximity event. By tracking and timing such proximity events, systems and methods in accordance with these examples of the invention will know which nodes of the network (e.g., which other players) a given player was in communication with during the majority of the game. As players get further away from each other, they may get out of range (and thereby break the peer-to-peer communication channel). Other ways of determining player-to-player distance may be used without departing from this invention. If desired, a "heat map" or other graphic display may be provided to indicate the opposing team players with which any given player most stayed near during the course of the game, and this will allow a determination of the player being defended or marked during the game.

As another alternative, some RF modules have RSSI ("radio signal strength indicators"). RSSI technol-
ogy can be used on each player to determine which player was closest to another player for the majority of the game.

The Opposing Player metric may be useful, for example, to determine a defensive player's relative performance with respect to the player or players that he was defending (e.g., goal scoring effectiveness, successful passing, successful interceptions, etc.).

Fig. 52 - Drawing Opposition:

The Man to Man Opposing Position detection capability described above can be combined with other metrics to provide additional interesting data and information relating to soccer (or other sports). For example, combining the Man to Man Opposing Position detecting capability with player-to-player proximity detection and player speed determination (e.g., in boot inertial sensors, as described above) may be combined to provide a metric relating to the ability of a player to draw the opposition. Using an inertial based sensing system, sprints or bursts of speed can be measured and combined with the player-to-player proximity to determine if a player is drawing opposition. Example systems and methods according to this aspect of the invention follow.

First, proximity sensing systems and methods as described above can determine when two players are near each other. If one player sprints away and the proximity detection system shows no players near him and shortly thereafter an opposition player is detected by a proximity sensor again, this suggests that the initial player (the one that initially sprinted away) has pulled the opposition players with him. Ball possession determinations also may be used in such systems and methods (e.g., to determine the player's ability to pull opposition even without the ball).

Additionally, if desired, skill metrics can be created based on the amount of time a player spends within proximity of the opposing player. If a player is meant to be in an offensive position (striker), the more time spent away from an opposing player the better. On the other hand, a defensive player could be considered better the more time he/she spends in proximity to the opposition.

Fig. 53 - Breakaway Speed:

The Man to Man Opposing Position detection capabilities as described above open the door to yet determination of additional information and metrics. As another more specific example, an inertial sensing system can be placed on the cores or boots of the athletes and a comparison can be made between the relative accelerations of each player at the same time. Such a system may be used to determine a "breakaway speed" metric.

An example system and method according to this invention for determining breakaway speed comprises a speed detection system and combines this information with a wireless communication system to determine coincident accelerations of two players. The relative speeds of the two players can be determined (optionally coupled with directional information), and this information then can be used to produce a performance metric, e.g., determining whether the player was faster than the player defending him/her (e.g., were you faster than the player that was marking you, etc.).

Fig. 54 - Successful Pass:

Completion of a successful pass is incredibly important in the game of soccer (and other sports). The following describes an example system and method for determining when a successful pass event has occurred (e.g., a "successful pass" means a pass from one teammate to another).

In this example system and method, output from an impact sensing system inside the ball (accelerometer, pressure sensor, etc.) is time matched to output from an impact sensing system inside the boot to enable determination of when the ball is struck by a specific foot. A ball proximity sensing system is also employed (magnetic sensing, RSSI, etc.) to enable determination of when the ball is in proximity to a player. A successful pass is determined by systems and methods according to this example of the invention in the following steps:

a. Ball possession by a specific player is determined, e.g., as described above.
b. Kick impacts are registered both on the in-shoe sensor and the in-ball sensor.
c. The ball leaves the proximity of the player that kicked it.
d. The ball enters the proximity of a teammate, as determined by the proximity sensing system.
e. Impacts are measured simultaneously by the teammate’s boot and the ball, and a successful pass is recorded.

Fig. 55 - Give and Go:

The "give-and-go" is another common play in the game of soccer. The following describes one example sensing system, method, and logic that may be used to interpret the various sensor signals for determining when a "give-and-go" event has occurred.

Output from an impact sensing system inside the ball (accelerometer, pressure sensor, etc.) is time matched to output from an impact sensing system inside the foot to enable determination of when the ball is struck by a specific foot. A ball proximity sensing system is also employed (magnetic sensing, RSSI, etc.) to enable determination of when the ball is in proximity to the player. A give-and-go event may be determined in the following
manner:

a. First, ball possession by Player A is determined, e.g., as described above.

b. A kick by Player A is registered on Player A’s in-shoe sensor and the in-ball sensor.

c. The ball leaves the proximity of Player A.

d. The ball enters the proximity of a teammate, Player B, as determined by the ball proximity sensing system.

e. Impacts are measured simultaneously by Player B’s boot and the ball (i.e., a successful pass is recorded).

f. The ball leaves the proximity of Player B (e.g., by a kick by Player B).

g. The ball enters the proximity of Player A and contacts Player A’s boot (another successful pass).

[0161] Optionally, a successful give-and-go event may require successful passes from Teammate A to Teammate B and back to Teammate A within a predetermined time frame (e.g., in less than 5 seconds). The determination of this event also may require the ball to pass in proximity to, but not into the possession of, a player on the opposing team (e.g., a “Through Ball/Pass” event, as described below). Successful “give-and-go” events help provide a measure of how well groups of players work together and move the ball on the pitch.

Fig. 56 - Through Ball/Pass:

[0162] Another interesting metric that may be measured by systems and methods in accordance with at least some examples of this invention relates to determination of a “through ball” or “through pass” event. A “through ball” or “through pass” as used herein means that the ball is successfully passed from one teammate to another and, during the course of the pass, the ball passes in proximity to an opposing player. In some examples of such systems and methods, output from an impact sensing system inside the ball (accelerometer, pressure sensor, etc.) is time-matched to output from an impact sensing system inside the boot to enable determination of when the ball is struck by a specific foot. A proximity sensing system is also employed (magnetic sensing, RSSI, etc.) to enable determination of when the ball is in proximity to the players on the field. Then, a “through ball” or “through pass” event is determined by the following steps:

a. A player on team “A” is determined to have possession of the ball.

b. Impacts are registered on both the shoe sensor and the ball sensor simultaneously, registering a kick by a player on team A.

c. The ball leaves the proximity of the player that kicked it.

d. The ball is determined as having passed through the proximity of one or more players on the opposing team.

e. The ball enters the proximity of a teammate to the original kicking player (team “A”), optionally, a player that has been running forward onto the ball.

f. The ball sensor and the kick receiving teammate’s shoe sensor simultaneously register an impact and optionally continued proximity to the teammate beginning a ball possession event by the receiving player.

[0163] Optionally, if desired, the ball must pass in proximity to one or more players on the opposing team without the opposing team contacting and/or possessing the ball. This metric may be useful for evaluating the performance of players and their passing skills in a more closely defended environment.

Fig. 57 - Pass Distribution:

[0164] Pass distribution information also may be an interesting and/or important metric for soccer players to consider and evaluate. As some more specific examples, a determination of a direction of a pass (e.g., advancing the ball, retreating, etc.) may be useful in evaluating player performance.

[0165] Output from an impact sensing system inside the ball (accelerometer, pressure sensor, etc.) may be time-matched to output from an impact sensing system inside the boot to enable determination of when the ball is struck by a specific foot. Additionally, a rotational sensing mechanism (such as a magnetic sensor, gyro, etc.) inside the ball may be used to enable determination of an absolute direction of movement of the ball. A pass distribution metric may be determined through the following steps:

a. Direction of play is determined, e.g., as described herein.

b. Possession is determined, e.g., using techniques like those described above.

c. Simultaneous impacts to the boot and ball are recorded and communicated wirelessly (or stored) to indicate the ball has been kicked by a specific player.

d. Inertial sensors inside the ball are then used to determine the relative direction of flight of the ball.

e. Rotational sensors then record the absolute orientation of the ball as a result of the kick.

f. The two pieces of information from steps d and e can be used to determine the relative direction of ball flight to the direction of play determined in step a. This information can be then compared and evaluated to determine if the kick was advancing on the opponent or retreating, sent to the player’s right or left, etc.

g. The final step is a possession determination awarded to a teammate, in order to call it a complete and successful pass.
The steps above constitute a determination of a successful pass between teammates. If, in step number g, the ball is detected to be in possession of the opposition team, this is also useful information. The direction of all passes made by a player throughout a game can be aggregated to determine pass success/failure rate when trying to advance/retreat the ball, as well as the amount of time the player moves the ball forward or retreats over the course of a game.

Finally, if desired, a core mounted directional sensor (e.g., compass, etc.) can be used to determine what movement/facing direction changes occur as a result of a player receiving the pass. Therefore, it is possible to use this technology to help give performance metrics, such as how often the teammate had to come to the ball, wait for the ball, or if the pass was laid out perfectly in front of the player.

In order for an athletic performance monitoring system and method to understand the play of a soccer game, the system and method should not take into account possession, kicks, and other activities that occur when the ball is out of play. The following is an example of a system and method that may be used to determine when a ball has gone out of bounds.

Output produced by an impact sensing system inside the ball (e.g., accelerometer, pressure sensor, etc.) is time-matched to output produced by an inertial sensing system inside the boot to enable a determination of when the ball is struck by a specific foot, and optionally, to enable determination of the path that the foot has traveled. A proximity sensing system also may be employed (e.g., magnetic sensing, RSSI, etc.) to enable a determination of when the ball is in proximity to particular players on the field. One example process that may be used to determine when the ball has gone out of bounds is as follows:

1. An individual player possession is determined using technology/procedures as described above.
2. Optional: the ball detects a kick by the simultaneous impulse on the inertial sensing systems within the boot and the pressure/acceleration sensing systems in the ball.
3. Optional: the ball is detected to be within the radius of proximity of an opposing player.
4. Inertial sensors in the ball detect when the ball has been picked up (e.g., identifying the low frequency signals as compared to foot/ground impacts; identifying no motion, slow motion, or low spin motions for extended play; identifying speed of motion consistent with player's speed in proximity to the ball (i.e., the player holding the ball); etc.).
5. The ball either detects a throw-in or a set piece play using previously described methods.

Once this type of "out of bounds" situation is detected, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention can adjust the various determined metrics, such as possession time (e.g., by deducting from the determined possession time for an individual player or team the length of time between the throw-in or set point event and the previous kick (which induced the out of bounds event), etc.). Other metrics also may be adjusted based on "out of bounds" determinations without departing from this invention.

In a specific subset of normal "out of bounds" situations, as described above, sensing systems and methods in accordance with at least some examples of this invention may differentiate situations when a ball has been intentionally kicked against another player to send the ball out of bounds, resulting in maintaining possession. The same equipment may be used as described above in conjunction with Fig. 58, but additionally, ball proximity to another player and/or ball impact with another player also may be detected and relevant to the "intentional out of bounds" situation. The following example process may be used for detecting an intentional out of bounds situation:

1. An individual player possession is determined using technology/procedures as described above.
2. The ball detects a kick by the simultaneous impulse on the inertial sensing systems within the boot and the pressure/acceleration sensing systems in the ball.
3. The ball then detects another impact that does not coincide with a boot impact for any other player on the pitch (optionally, the ball also may be detected to be within the radius of proximity of an opposing player).
4. Inertial sensors in the ball detect when the ball has been picked up (e.g., as described above).
5. The ball either detects a throw-in or a set piece play using previously described methods.

Information relating to the ability of a player to induce an intentional out of bounds situation on the opposing team can be useful in ascertaining the skill of the player causing the intentional out of bounds situation (e.g., ball handling skills, defense avoidance skills, etc.), as well as the skill level of the defensive player against whom the ball was kicked to produce this situation.

Figs. 60 through 69 illustrate various potential features for detecting and/or measuring various metrics relating to goals and/or activities of the goalkeeper in the game of soccer, which may be used and evaluated during a game, practice session, training session, etc. The features of these example systems, methods, and metrics will be described in more detail below.
While systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention may request input or special equipment for the goal keeper, if desired, at least some systems and methods according to examples of this invention may be capable of automatically identifying which player is the goal keeper based on detected activities that occur over the course of a game.

Example hardware for use in recognizing the goal keeper may include: (a) an inertial sensing system on the player (e.g., either on the core or in the boot) to provide player speed and distance information; and (b) a wireless communication system to allow the sensing systems on the individual players to broadcast their signals/processed data (or storage capabilities for this data). Then, as one example, the automatic determination of the keeper may be accomplished in the following way:

- Speed and distance information is collected and considered for each player on the pitch.
- The keeper, due to his/her position, will do the majority of his/her movement within an 18 yard box located near the goal.
- After (or during) the game, the data from the sensing system can be evaluated to understand which player on the pitch moved the least, and stayed predominantly within an 18 yard box.

Different performance metrics (e.g., the performance metrics described in more detail below) may be determined for the player identified as the goal keeper.

As another alternative, if desired, the goalkeeper may be equipped with gloves that have the capability of determining contact with and/or proximity to the ball (e.g., impact sensors, accelerometers, ball-to-glove proximity sensing systems, etc.). Data collected by such gloves also may be used in various ways for determining various metrics, such as the metrics described in more detail below. As yet another example, systems and methods according to examples of this invention may allow the various players to enter data identifying their positions.

This example aspect of the invention relates to systems and methods capable of determining a “keeper parry” scenario, i.e., a situation where the keeper gets his hands (or other body part) on a shot on goal, which deflects the ball out of bounds (e.g., outside the goal, over the goal, etc.). As a more specific example, using inertial and pressure sensing systems inside a soccer ball, the ball will generally show a softer impact signature on the accelerometer and/or the pressure sensors when it contacts a player’s hands, as compared to a goal-post impact, kick, or ground impact. This unique sensor signature and determination of a non-shoe/ground/goalpost impact, combined with detection of proximity to the keeper, followed by a set piece event (as described above, e.g., a corner kick), is a unique sequence of events that only happens when a keeper parry event occurs. Additionally or alternatively, if desired, the goalkeeper may be equipped with gloves that have the capability of determining contact with and/or proximity to the ball (e.g., impact sensors, accelerometers, ball-to-glove proximity sensing systems, etc.), and fleeting contact or proximity of the glove to the ball may be considered an indication of a keeper parry situation (optionally, combined with some of the other features of this scenario described above).

This example aspect of the invention involves determination of a keeper parry event or keeper catch of the ball that has been kicked hard. Defending against a hard shot will typically require improved goaltending skills, and the ability to differentiate saves in this situation may provide an additional interesting metric for coaches or players to consider. Systems and methods according to at least some examples of this aspect of the invention...
may use inertial and/or pressure sensing systems within the ball to determine ball speed as well as wireless communication capabilities included with the ball that are capable of broadcasting ball speed information and impact time information. Furthermore, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention further may include proximity and/or possession determination technology (such as magnetic, RF, or other) that allows a determination of when the ball is within proximity to (or in the possession of) specific players, and in this scenario, in proximity to or in the possession of the keeper.

The combination of the keeper's ability to catch or parry the ball (e.g., using sensing technology described above) vs. the ball speed can then be mapped into a player skill metric (e.g., percentage saves of shots on goals over a predetermined kick speed, etc.). For example, for faster ball speeds, the keeper's ability to parry or catch the ball can be considered more skillful.

As another alternative, keeper reaction time can be determined, for example, by comparing the time of kick with the time of impact by the keeper’s hands. The time difference between the two events can inform how much time the keeper had to react to the shot on goal.

Information relating to this metric can then be displayed or visualized on a web page or hand-held device (such as a mobile phone) and compared with other metrics gathered by the system in previous and future games. Moreover, information relating to this metric may be used to develop training programs to improve player quickness, agility, and/or reaction time (if necessary).

**Fig. 64 - Keeper Advance (Tackle):**

This example aspect according to the invention uses a set of sensor systems on the keeper and in the ball to determine when the keeper performs a successful tackle, taking the ball away from the opposition. As some more specific examples, systems and methods according to this aspect of the invention may determine when an opponent has possession of the ball, followed by a contested time period between the keeper and the opposing player (e.g., both the keeper and the opposing player in close proximity to the ball), followed by a dive event performed by the keeper (e.g., determined by an on-body inertial sensing system carried by the keeper), followed by a picked up ball (e.g., which may be determined based on sensors in the keeper’s gloves, accelerometer and/or gyro sensors in the ball, etc.). These events, happening in this sequence, are unique to a keeper tackle event. Tracking keeper tackle events provides an interesting and useful metric for evaluating keeper performance.

**Fig. 65 - Keeper Dive/Player Dive/Player Jump:**

An inertial sensing system, such as a three-axis accelerometer, when mounted on the body of a player during a soccer match or other activity (especially at the body core), will spend the majority of the time in a fairly flat plane of motion (e.g., a certain height off the ground determined by sensor mounting location). When the keeper (or other player) dives to the ground, the sensor will make a sharp deviation downward to the ground, followed by the player standing up and resuming motion within the original plane of motion. These two events can be used to determine when the player has made a diving action and/or when he/she is standing up. This same technology may be used, for example, to determine when a player has jumped a significant height in the air.

**Fig. 66 - Drop Kick:**

A "drop kick" event (a common event performed by a goal keeper in the game of soccer) also may be detected by systems and methods in accordance with at least some examples of this invention. Commercially available accelerometer technologies today can determine when the accelerometer (and hence the device with which it is engaged) is in a free-fall condition. Systems and methods according to this example of the invention use an accelerometer placed in a ball, in combination with an impact-sensing system in a shoe. These sensors can be used to determine the following event sequences, which correspond to and may be identified as drop kick events:

a. For a direct drop kick (in which the ball does not touch the ground first): the ball is picked-up, dropped (i.e., detected as being in free-fall), followed by a kick-impact (ball and shoe impacts at the same time).

b. For a bounced drop kick (in which the ball touches the ground briefly before being kicked): the ball is picked-up, dropped (i.e., detected as being in free-fall), makes a small impact due to contact with the ground, followed by a kick-impact (ball and shoe impacts at the same time) when the ball is traveling away from the ground. Alternatively, the ball may experience the kick-impact at the same time the ball contacts ground.

If desired, a maximum threshold time period may be initiated once the ball contacts the ground during which the kick event must be recorded in order for a successful bounced drop kick event to be counted.

**Fig. 67 - Shot on Goal that Goes Out of Bounds:**

Systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention may utilize a system of sensing elements in the ball (and optionally sensors in the boot) to determine when a ball goes out of bounds beyond the goal line (resulting in a goal kick), e.g., due to a wide kick or a high kick. The detectable events that enable determination of a "Shot on Goal that Goes Out of Bounds" are as follows:
The invention are as follows:

to determine a shot on goal according to this example of additional signals and information. The events that occur as well as relative rotational information. Additionally, an determination of which direction the player is facing as be employed (e.g., compass sensor, gyro, etc.) to enable field. A core-mounted player rotational sensor also may when the ball is in proximity to specific players on the netic sensing, RSSI, etc.) to enable determination of proximity sensing system also may be employed (e.g., mag-

The "shot on goal" determination may be useful for a variety of metrics that may help determine the effectiveness of a goalkeeper, the effectiveness of one or more offensive players, the effectiveness of one or more defensive players, team or line up effectiveness, etc.

Fig. 69 - Goal Scored:

An important part of the game of soccer is the shot on goal. Systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention include ball mounted sensors and/or player mounted sensors that will allow for detection of when a shot on goal has occurred. In one example system and method, output from an impact sensing system inside the ball (e.g., accelerometer, pressure sensor, etc.) is time matched to output from an impact sensing system inside the boot to enable determination of when the ball is struck by a specific foot. A proximity sensing system also may be employed (e.g., magnetic sensing, RSSI, etc.) to enable determination of when the ball is in proximity to specific players on the field. A core-mounted player rotational sensor also may be employed (e.g., compass sensor, gyro, etc.) to enable determination of which direction the player is facing as well as relative rotational information. Additionally, an inertial sensing system on the player can be used to provide additional signals and information. The events that occur to determine a shot on goal according to this example of the invention are as follows:

a.Ball possession by a member of the attacking team is determined, e.g., using techniques described above.
b.Signals from the pressure sensor or inertial sensor within the ball occur simultaneously to signals from the impact sensing technology within the boot.
c.Wireless communication between the boot and ball match the time exactly, recording the event as a kicked ball.
d.Proximity sensing systems record the ball entering the proximity radius of the defending team’s keeper.
e.Inertial and rotational sensors within the ball record low-frequency signals that are characteristic of the ball being held or carried. As an alternative, inertial sensors on a player correlate closely to the path of travel recorded by the inertial sensors within the ball, suggesting the ball is being carried.
g.The ball is carried back to the center circle and is place like a set piece for a restart to the game by the team that did not score. (Optionally, other events, like those described below, may be used as an indicator of play resumption).

The "goal scored" metric may be combined with other metrics, like possession information prior to the goal (e.g., to determine which player made the goal, as-
sist information, etc.), goal keeper effectiveness, individual player effectiveness (both offense and defense), line-up effectiveness (both offense and defense), etc.

Figs. 70 through 77 illustrate various potential features and/or functionality of systems and methods according to some example aspects of this invention relating to the various teams, team metrics, game features, and the like. The features of these example systems, methods, metrics, and functionality will be described in more detail below.

Fig. 70 - Automatic Pick of Team Captains:

[0195] On "pick up" soccer matches, there is often the need to choose a captain of each team who will then each choose their players one at a time. If desired, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention may be programmed and adapted to automatically pick captains from an assembled group of players, e.g., based on one or more metrics relating to the player of the assembled group of players.

[0197] As some more specific examples, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention may utilize the data and contextual information amassed by the assembled players over multiple games played. This example system involves nodes on each player that comprise the sensing systems described above, as well as a means of communicating wirelessly. One or more metrics for the assembled players can then be communicated to a common location (e.g., a cellular telephone, a palmtop computer, a laptop computer, a sideline computer, one of the player's body mounted devices, etc.) where the data can be collected and compared. Once the devices have communicated relative skill levels of the assembled players (e.g., by transmitting any of the various metric information as described above), the two best players (or any other metric such as the two worst players, the two best passers, the two best (or worst) goalkeepers, etc.) can be chosen to be the captains. If desired, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention may determine the best two overall players and the best two goal keepers and then divide these four players between the teams so that the best goal keeper is on the team of the second best player and so that the second best goal keeper is on the team of the best player. Any desired way of dividing up the players and/or choosing the captains may be used without departing from this invention.

[0198] As another alternative, rather than simply picking captains or goal keepers, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention can assemble, compile, and review the data to determine the fairest distribution of the assembled players among the teams using the metrics that have been amassed over multiple games played using the sensing systems and methods according to this invention.

[0199] As yet some additional options, if desired, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention that automatically choose the entire teams based on the assembled players may perform additional functions as well. For example, any way of advising the players of the team on which they should play or may be provided without departing from this invention. As some more specific examples, systems and methods according to the invention could send a team indicator message to the cell phone or other electronic device of each player (e.g., "You are on Team 1" or "You are on Team 2"). As another option, if desired, the computing system that automatically chooses the teams can wirelessly communicate with an electronic module provided on a garment or jersey, which can then change color, present textual information, or produce other features to show the team assignment decisions that were made.

Fig. 71 - Determination of Game Start:

[0200] Other ways of automatically determining the start of the game may be provided without departing from this invention. For example, in some example systems and methods according to the invention, all players on the field that are using the sensing systems and have on-body inertial sensing systems in accordance with this invention will be in communication with one another over a peer-to-peer network. The beginning of the game is one of the very few situations where the players are all standing reasonably still and two players on the same team are in close proximity to the ball. Detection of this type of activity or situation, followed by sudden and simultaneous movement by almost all of the players, may be used as an indication that the game has started.

[0201] As another example, in some systems and methods according to examples of this invention, all (or many) players may have an on-body sensing system that determines the orientation of the core of the body. Each sensing system may be connected via a wireless communication method that defines a peer-to-peer network. In such a system, all the modules can broadcast the direction on the field in which each person is facing. Combining this facing direction information (all team members facing the same direction, which is opposite to the direc-
the start of the game is about to occur (or has occurred once the initial kick is sensed).

[0203] As yet another alternative, the start of the game may be determined by substantially simultaneous movement by each player from a generally standing still position, due to the kickoff (optionally, correlated to a set piece event and/or an initial kick detection event, as described above).

Fig. 72 - Direction of Play:

[0204] For various metrics relating to the play of soccer (e.g., to determine the course of play, to determine whether a team tended to be attacking or defending, to determine various skill metrics, etc.), the direction of play for each player and/or each team may be a useful piece of information for sensing systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention (e.g., so the systems and methods know which goal each team and player is defending and which goal each team and player will approach to score). Systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention may determine the direction of play automatically, e.g., based on the movements of the various players over time. Determination of the direction of play according to at least some examples of this invention may utilize a body-mounted sensor with direction sensing capabilities (e.g., a compass sensor, accelerometer/gyro, etc.) to determine the direction that a player is facing at any given time. For such systems, direction of play may be determined by the following steps:

a. Multiple players on the pitch have sensing systems that include wireless communication means for sharing directional information.

b. Sensor signals are read on each individual player and are broadcast wirelessly to all sensor nodes (e.g., on each player).

c. The nodes are all integrated over the course of play to determine which players spend most of their time facing a particular direction.

d. Teammates will all share a similar bias toward facing the opposition goal.

[0205] This technology may be used to automatically determine which players are teammates. Additionally, as noted above, it may be useful for determining various metrics relating to the game, both on a team level and on an individual level. For example, offensive players that spend too much time facing their own goal may not be as effective as offensive players that spend less time facing their own goal. This data may also be used to determine which team seemed to play a more "attacking" game, which team seemed to play more defensive.

[0206] Fig 73 helps illustrate various alternative features for automatically determining direction of play (or information that may be used in automatically determining direction of play and/or automatically ascertaining teammates) that may be used in systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention. For example, knowledge of the "start of game" metric, as described above, can be used to instantaneously look at the output of the core sensors to understand direction of play of individuals and/or teams and/or automatically determine the teammates. More specifically, in general, at the start of the game, members of each team will face the opponent’s goal. Therefore, the individual facing direction information at the beginning of the match for each individual may be stored, and this information can be used, at least in part, to determine the direction of play for each individual and/or the members of each team.

[0207] As another alternative, ball possession information (and the sensors that collect individual player possession information) may be used in combination with the direction facing sensors described above to enable determination of which direction the players are facing when on-ball, and the majority of dribbling performed by that player will be presumed to be driving toward the opposition goal.

[0208] As another alternative, pass sensing technology (e.g., as described above) can be used to determine a general pass direction bias, optionally combined with the length/direction of passes, to enable a determination which direction a particular team or individual is most often trying to move the ball. This directional information may be presumed to be oriented toward moving the ball toward the opposition goal.

[0209] Another potential alternative for automatically determining the individual and/or team direction of play (and optionally the identity of teammates) may take place during "set piece" plays. More specifically, during set piece plays, the majority of each team’s player’s will be facing toward the opposition goal. Directional sensors can combine with determination of a set piece condition (e.g., as reported by the ball via a wireless network, e.g., using technology described above), which can then be used to trigger a communication of all players’ facing directions by the core-worn sensing systems.

[0210] As yet another potential option, during long dribbles, the body core worn sensor on the individual player will tend to report movement toward the opposition goal. This can be either an inertial sensor system (accelerometer, etc.) or a rotational sensor (gyro, compass, etc.), as both may be capable of reporting a movement/facing direction biased toward the opposition goal.

[0211] The various automatic direction and/or teammate recognition technology, as described above in conjunction with Figs. 72 and 73, may be used individually or in any desired combination to provide data relating to and useful in the final determination of an individual
and/or player direction of play and/or recognition of teammates.

Fig. 74 - Teammate Recognition Using Pass Distribution During a Game:

[0212] This aspect of systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention uses the pass distribution technology previously described (see Fig. 57). By aggregating the pass distribution data over time (e.g., via wireless communication between sensor modules), systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention may determine the people that are most frequently passed to by a particular player, and thus the systems and methods may conclude that these frequent pass recipients are teammates of the passing player. During the course of a game there may be multiple pass interceptions, but presumably, the dominant number of passes that occur will be to a player’s teammates. Over time, a pattern will emerge that will allow the system to dynamically figure out who is on the same team, and who is not. Player-to-player and player-to-ball proximity information also may be used in this aspect of the invention, e.g., this data may better allow a determination of whether the passing player tends to try to pass to an individual or whether the passing player tends to send passes so as to avoid an individual.

[0213] Alternative technology may be provided that allows players to manually enter the team on which they play (e.g., by input to their body worn sensors, by selection from a menu, etc.).

Fig. 75 - Determination of Team Based on Object Orientation:

[0214] Various examples of ways of determining which players are on which team (or at least data relating to this determination) are described above. Additionally or alternatively, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention may use the orientation of the receiver system (or any component of the system) to determine or as an indicator of which team a particular player is on. Because the game of soccer always involves only two teams, this determination or indicator system may be binary.

[0215] Various binary indicators may be provided without departing from this invention. As one example, using an accelerometer or other inertial sensing system, the gravity vector may be used to determine the orientation of the object. As another example, a pocket or clip that is intended to house at least some part of the sensing system may have a magnet embedded in it, and this magnet may be sensed by a Hall-effect sensor, reed switch, or similar to determine object orientation. As some example, the location of the magnet could be in a plastic housing, or even embedded into an apparel pocket. As another alternative, a passive element, such as a ball bearing or similar object, may be pulled downward by gravity, making an electrical contact with two electrodes inside the object. The side of the housing or other object toward which the ball bearing is pulled by gravity can be used as an indicator of the orientation (and therefore team) of the object. The players could wear the various sensors or the housings therefor in one orientation on one team and in the opposite orientation on the other team.

Fig. 76 - Determination of Team Using Ball Proximity/Passing:

[0216] Aspects of this invention, as described above, may include proximity sensing systems in the ball, as well as inertial/impact sensing systems in both the ball and the boot. As another feature, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention may use the ability of the ball to know when it is in tight proximity or know when a simultaneous impact event occurs between the boot and the ball, which may be communicated wirelessly, signaling the ball’s presence at the feet of a particular player. This example feature according to the invention uses a simple algorithm that allows the system to learn the teams. For example, prior to the start of the game (or at some other desired time), the ball may be simply passed around to each member of a team, signaling their status as teammates. This example system and method can then use the “passed around” players as one team, and any other players the ball comes in proximity to can be assumed to be on the opposing team.

[0217] Alternatively, if desired, a controlled behavior (such as squeezing the ball, picking the ball up, throwing the ball, etc.) can be used to signal the “transition” from passing around between the players on team #1 to passing the ball around between the players of team #2, and in this manner the ball can positively identify the various members of each team, e.g., before the game begins.

Fig. 77 - Use of Pass Frequency to Determine Teammates:

[0218] This aspect of the invention uses the technology described above to determine when a successful pass has been made, but it but removes the knowledge of knowing teammates at the start of the game. If desired, systems and methods according to examples of this invention can automatically determine the teammates using pass frequency information. In this example system and method according to the invention, the system wirelessly communicates whenever the ball has traveled from one player to another, regardless of team. Throughout the game, patterns will emerge between certain players, and the pass frequency between players on the same team should be much higher. Statistical predictors can then figure out which 11 players (or other number of players) are most likely on the same team by evaluating the frequency of passing among them (many passes be-
between two individuals most likely identifies them as teammates - two players cannot be that bad to always kick intercepted passes to the same person). Player-to-player and player-to-ball proximity information also may be useful in this determination.

[0219] Pass frequency features can be used in other manners in systems and methods according to examples of this invention, if desired. For example, an individual player’s “preferences,” such as which players are passed to more often by a particular player, can be identified and visualized online for improvement suggestions. As a more specific example, if a mid-fielder is always passing to the left side, he/she may become more predictable to the opponent. A coach noting or informed of this preference or tendency can develop drills for this player to help improve his/her skills and confidence in passing to the right side of the field.

[0220] Additionally or alternatively, if the speed of the player during the passing is added to the above pass frequency information, the system and method can be improved. Pass accuracy may change based on player speed. So added weight in the algorithm can be placed on passes that occur when players are moving at relatively low speeds (as compared to higher speeds). This may be most evident, for example, when the players pass the ball around the backfield, trying to create space within the field to open up a player for a pass near the opponent’s goal.

Fig. 78 - Post Game Concepts

[0221] Various post game features may be made available by systems and methods according to examples of this invention, e.g., such as displaying data and various metrics regarding player performance as described above. If desired, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention may allow players to gather and play some “quick games” using display devices immediately after the game. For example, the various players could gather after the game (e.g., on one team, both teams, portions of either team, etc.) and the data collected for these players may be combined (e.g., via wireless communication technology, peer-to-peer connections, etc.) to enable the players to compare and contrast their performances over the course of a game, workout, or practice session. Examples of the data that may be determined and displayed after the game in a quick gathering of players (e.g., on one or more player’s cell phones, handheld computing devices, etc.) include, but is not limited to identification of: Who had the longest successful pass? Who reached the fastest speed on/off ball? Who was the best passer (e.g., most passes, fewest interceptions, highest successful pass percentage, etc.)? Who was the workhorse (e.g., who ran farthest, who had most possession time, etc.)? Who had the fastest kick? Who had the most tackles? These metrics, quick games, and competitions can be displayed on an LCD or similar display immediately following the game (or at any other desired time), e.g., giving the system a richer experience with immediate feedback after the game has been played (or even during the game). The data displayed may include only data among the players gathered at the end of the game for this type of session, or it may include data collected from all of the players by systems and methods according to this invention.

[0222] Figs. 79 through 87 illustrate various potential features and/or functionality of systems and methods according to some example aspects of this invention relating to the various miscellaneous metrics, game features, and the like, including various uses of magnets and magnetic properties. The features of these example systems, methods, metrics, and functionality will be described in more detail below.

Fig. 79 - Electromagnetic Coils in Ball:

[0223] This example aspect of the invention uses coils with pulsed current loads placed inside the ball to create a magnetic field that can be detected by sensors outside the ball. Adding a pulsed magnetic field can allow sensing mechanisms in accordance with some examples of systems and methods of the invention to filter for a very distinct signature, giving greater range/proximity detection (e.g., it allows body mounted detector systems to look for specific signal patterns representative of the ball and/or provides better ability to filter out “noise”). As another potential option, if desired, coils with different pulsation rates can be placed throughout the ball to allow sensors (e.g., body mounted sensors, shoe mounted sensors, etc.) to detect specific places on the ball, as well as the direction of rotation, based on the sequence of the magnetic pulse rates detected. This data may be useful, for example, to determine features of kick length, pass length, and/or other performance metrics.

Fig. 80 - Juggling:

[0224] This example aspect of the invention uses the previously described integration of magnetic coils and sensors in the ball combined with sensing elements in the boot to detect very close proximity to the ball. Additionally, inertial or pressure sensors may be provided within the ball to detect an impact. When an impact is detected by the ball, the magnetic sensors also can be polled to understand if there was a simultaneous impact or close proximity to the boot, and such a system can wirelessly communicate (or store) the number of times in a row the ball was “juggled” by a player.

[0225] Alternatively, impact sensing elements in the shoe (e.g., accelerometer, piezo element, etc.) may be combined with inertial or pressure sensing elements in the ball. The simultaneous impact to the ball and shoe denote a kick, and wireless communication between the two systems may be used to determine how many times in a sequence the ball was kept in the air without impacting another surface, giving the player the number of times
the ball was juggled. Additionally or alternatively, if desired, time between impacts, impacts with player’s knees, and/or other features may be factored in and considered in determining whether a juggling event has continued.

**Fig. 81 - Ball Creates Magnetic Field Proportional to Pressure:**

**[0226]** Systems and methods according to this example of the invention include an electrical, electromechanical, or mechanical system inside a soccer ball that creates a magnetic field that is proportional to the pressure inside the ball. The magnetic field generated then can be sensed by external sensors, such as sensors on the boot and/or body core mounted sensors. Examples of implementation and use of this example aspect of the invention include, but are not limited to, ball proximity detection (when kicked), detection of internal pressure using external sensing, kick speed, kick force, kick distance, etc.

**Fig. 82 - Integration of Magnets into Apparel for Ball Detection:**

**[0227]** Another potential feature of systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention relates to the use of magnets (either permanent or electro-magnets) and their integration into apparel for a soccer player. The magnets are placed in locations which allow a magnetic sensor within the ball to detect their field, and as such detect what part of the body had just interacted with a ball. As a more specific example, the chest is used in the game of soccer to trap or stop a highly-lofted ball. Upon close proximity to the garment, the ball may detect the magnet in the clothing and knows which part of the body is closest (e.g., the magnet could be provided in shirt to demonstrate and detect chest/shoulder control, in the shorts to demonstrate thigh or knee control, in a headband or hat to demonstrate head control, etc.). Alternatively, if desired, the magnet could be included in the ball and the sensor mounted on various articles of clothing and the data could be transmitted or stored in the article of clothing.

**[0228]** As another alternative, if desired, inertial and/or pressure sensing systems provided inside the ball may activate/trigger the magnetic detection sensors when an impact is recorded, allowing the power system to save battery power and gain efficiency.

**Fig. 83 - Shoe Power Plate:**

**[0229]** This aspect of the invention uses a fluidic material that hardens when exposed to a magnetic field. Fluid pockets are created within the shoe and/or protective gear (such as a shin guard, etc.), and the fluid included in the pockets remains viscous and soft until a magnetic coil residing underneath or on top of the pocket energizes. This action makes the material very hard, which can protect the foot, provide a harder kicking surface (to produce greater shot power), etc. Magnetic "smart" fluids, also called "magnetorheological fluids" are known and used in the vehicle suspension arts and as "liquid body armor" (e.g., for bulletproof vests).

**[0230]** Alternatively, if desired, the fluidic pockets need not have a magnetic coil underneath them, but rather the ball may be adapted to contain magnets that, when in close enough proximity to the fluid, change the state of the fluid, making the boot hard. As another alternative, if desired, a combination of the sensing systems, e.g., as described above, can offer contextual information to a processing system provided in the shoe, which in turn can activate magnetic field generators (e.g., also in the shoe), which can actively change the hardness and flexibility of the shoe based on real-time information about the game. Alternatively, the shoe can use skill-based metrics gained from previous contests to understand what kind of player the athlete is, and how a shoe may better serve the specific needs of the player.

**Fig. 84 - Shin Protection Plate:**

**[0231]** Aspects of the "shoe power plate" technology described above in conjunction with Fig. 83 may be used in other environments as well. For example, this same type of magnetic "smart" fluid or magnetorheological fluid may be provided in a pocket of a sock or other clothing to function as protective gear (such as a shin guard, etc.). If desired, an opponent’s shoes may be equipped with a magnet or magnetic force generating system which would trigger/activate the magnetorheological fluid when the shoe closely approached the protective gear. In this manner, the sock or other item may conform well to the wearer’s body (so that it is comfortable and stays in place) during normal use and only becomes hardened when a magnet equipped boot (or the ball) approaches.

**Fig. 85 - Magnetic Coil to Sense Shoe Properties During Running:**

**[0232]** This aspect of the invention involves placing a coil of wire inside a shoe, as well as a permanent magnet that passes through the coil, generating a current flow through the coil. This current flow then may be used to sense the "contact time" of when the shoe is on the ground. More specifically, when running, the shoe will flex, which through a mechanical mechanism moves a magnet within the coils generating the field. When a runner is running, the shoe will flex until a "toe off" event, and then while in the air the shoe will return to steady state (e.g., a flat sole). Then, after a "heel strike" event occurs, the shoe will begin to flex again, moving the magnet within the coil. These two signals, from the heel strike and the toe off events, can be used to determine when the shoe is on the ground and when it is in the air. This information can be used, e.g., with conventional pedometer type speed and distance determination algorithms, as data useful in determining player speed metrics, which
can be integrated to get a player distance moved metric.

**Fig. 86 - Magnetic Sensors Coming on Pitch Turns on Body Sensor:**

[0233] This example aspect of the invention uses a magnetic sensor in the boot or on the player’s body (e.g., sensors already provided for player-to-ball or player-to-player proximity detection or for any of the previously described purposes) to act as a switch to prepare the system for the start of the game. For example, magnetic mats (or cones or other structures) may be provided at the side of the pitch, and as the players approach and enter the field, they will pass over/through this the system. This action may be used to turn on the system and get it into a “ready” state for the start of the game. The system can then be started when a game start event is detected (e.g., as described above), or when a player manually activates the system at the start of the game. The magnetic field also could be directionally varied (e.g., change in strength over the course of its length) so that systems and methods according to this aspect of the invention can ascertain whether the player is entering or exiting the field.

**Fig. 87 - Magnet in Ball Pulls Up Magnetic Sensor Switch in Shoe:**

[0234] This aspect of the invention may be used, for example, as an alternate system in determining player-to-ball proximity and/or player possession as described above. Systems and methods according to this example of the invention use a magnetic switch in shoe that moves to signal proximity when the magnets in the ball come close. As an example, as illustrated in Fig. 87, a reed type switch may be provided in the shoe that makes contact with an electrical contact provided in the shoe when a magnetic source provided in the ball induces the reed portion of the switch to move upward or downward. When the magnet in the ball is out of range of the switch, the reed returns to its neutral, un-contacting position. Thus, data collected resulting from contacts between the reed switch and the contact in the shoe can be used to determine and count interactions between the ball and shoe (and thereby provide information regarding proximity to the shoe and/or ball contact with the shoe (e.g., possession, passes, juggling, etc.)).

**Fig. 88: Field Location “Heat Map”:**

[0235] If desired, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention may produce a field location "heat map" that indicates where on the field the player spent time and, optionally, an indicator of the amount of time spent on that portion of the field. Fig. 88 illustrates an example field "heat map" that may be generated using systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention. As shown in Fig. 88, the representation of the soccer field (which may be provided on any desired type of display device, e.g., as described above) may include various zones or regions that indicate where the player spent his or her time during the course of the game. The colors of the various zones may provide an indicator of the amount of time spent within that zone. This type of information may be useful, for example, by a coach and the player, to determine how well the player stays in position and/or when/if the player spends time outside of the desired or optimal positions. This information also may be useful as an aid for determining whether a player or team is in more of an attacking or defending posture. If desired, the “heat map” may be capable of displaying player positioning during an entire game or practice session, during any desired portion of a game or practice session, and/or even comparing player performance from one game to the next (e.g., by over-laying one heat map on another).

[0236] Any desired type of player location determining systems and methods may be used without departing from this invention, such as GPS. As another alternative, the initial player location of the field may be entered, e.g., by the player starting at a fixed location for his/her position, and then systems and methods according to aspects of this invention may track the player’s location from this initial starting location, e.g., using one or more of: an accelerometer, a gyroscope, a compass, etc. As yet another alternative, player location may be determined automatically over the course of a game, e.g., by noting the player’s tendency to avoid going over end lines and side lines, the player’s general positions and movement on the field may be determined based on approximate determined locations for the end lines and/or the side lines. As yet another example, the general heat map may be generated without reference to a location on the field, and after the fact the user could anchor the heat map location with respect to a representation on the field, e.g., based on knowing an approximate location where they started or ended the game, based on their position, etc.

[0237] Also, if desired, the heat map may include information regarding ball possession. As a more specific example, if desired, a special heat map may be developed and presented to identify locations on the field where the player had possession of the ball. This heat map may include different colors to indicate the number ball possessions at the indicated location, the time of possession at the indicated locations, etc.

**Other Information:**

[0238] As noted above, systems and methods according to at least some examples of this invention will be capable of determining when a ball is sent out of bounds. Data to assist in evaluating and determining this feature may include, for example, data indicating that the ball has decelerated, data indicating that the ball is not rotating (e.g., being carried), or data indicating that the ball is moving slowly (e.g., being carried), etc. Optionally, this
deceleration, non-rotation, and/or slow motion activity may be required to last for a predetermined time period (e.g., at least 2 seconds, at least 3 seconds, etc.). Once it is determined that the ball is out of bounds, systems and methods according to examples of this invention may work backwards to subtract accumulated possession time (e.g., individual or team) from the time stamp of the previously ascertained and recorded kick (i.e., the last "in bounds" kick).

**Claims**

1. A system for monitoring motion of a game ball, the system comprising:
   - a game ball (130);
   - a pressure sensor arranged to detect changes in internal gas pressure forces within the game ball with respect to time;
   - an inertial sensor (132) arranged to detect changes in ball motion with respect to time; and
   - a ball motion monitoring system (120) arranged to receive at least one data set selected from the group consisting of: (a) data generated by the pressure sensor and data generated by the inertial sensor (132) or (b) data derived from the data generated by the pressure sensor and data derived from the data generated by the inertial sensor; wherein the system is characterized by being further arranged to determine whether the game ball (130) was propelled by a throwing action or a kicking action based on the received data.

2. A system according to claim 1, wherein the inertial sensor (132) includes an accelerometer.

3. A system according to claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the ball motion monitoring system (120) compares the data generated by the pressure sensor and the data generated by the inertial sensor (132).

4. A system according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the ball motion monitoring system (120) determines that the ball was propelled by a kicking action when: (a) the pressure sensor indicates a pressure amount above a first predetermined threshold lasting less than a first predetermined time period, and (b) the inertial sensor (132) indicates a change in a ball movement characteristic above a second predetermined threshold.

5. A system according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein at least some portion of the inertial sensor (132) is engaged with the game ball (130).

6. A system according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein at least some portion of the pressure sensor is engaged with the game ball (130).

7. A system according to any one of claims 1 to 6, further comprising:
   - an output system for outputting data generated by the ball motion monitoring system (120).
8. A system according to claim 7, wherein the output system includes a wireless transmission system.

9. A system according to claim 7, wherein the output system includes a memory for storing the data generated by the ball motion monitoring system (120).

10. A method for monitoring motion of a game ball, comprising:

- receiving input indicating internal ball gas pressure force changes with respect to time;
- receiving input indicating ball motion changes with respect to time; and

the method being characterized by further comprising the step of:

determining whether a game ball has been thrown or kicked based, at least in part, on the input indicating the internal ball gas pressure force changes and the input indicating the ball motion changes.

11. A method according to claim 10, further comprising:

- sensing the internal ball gas pressure force changes with respect to time; and
- sensing the ball motion changes with respect to time.

12. A method according to claim 10 or 11, wherein the input indicating ball motion changes with respect to time includes ball acceleration characteristics.

13. Use of a system according to any one of claims 1 to 9 for monitoring motion of a soccer ball for determining a soccer metric or soccer event.

14. Use of a system according to any one of claims 1 to 9 for monitoring motion of a basketball for determining a basketball metric or a basketball event.

15. Use of a system according to any one of claims 1 to 9 for determining any of:

i) an out of bounds event;
ii) a restart of play event;
iii) whether play resumed during a soccer match by a throw in event or a kick event; or
iv) ball possession time.

Patentansprüche

1. System zum Überwachen der Bewegung eines Spielballs, wobei das System umfasst:

- einen Spielball (130);

- einen Drucksensor, der so angeordnet ist, dass er Änderungen der Innengasdruckkräfte im Spielball in Bezug auf die Zeit erfasst;
- einen Trägheitssensor (132), der so angeordnet ist, dass er Änderungen der Ballbewegung in Bezug auf die Zeit erfasst; und

- ein System (120) zum Überwachen der Ballbewegung, das so angeordnet ist, dass mindestens ein Datensatz empfangen wird, ausgewählt aus der Gruppe, bestehend aus: (a) den vom Drucksensor erzeugten Daten, und den vom Trägheitssensor (132) erzeugten Daten oder (b) Daten, die aus den vom Drucksensor erzeugten Daten hergeleitet wurden, und Daten, die aus den vom Trägheitssensor erzeugten Daten hergeleitet wurden; wobei das System dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass es zudem so angeordnet ist, dass auf der Basis der empfangenen Daten bestimmt wird, ob der Spielball (130) durch eine Wurfaktion oder eine Schussaktion vorwärts getrieben wurde.

2. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Trägheitssensor (132) ein Akzelerometer umfasst.

3. System nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei das System (120) zum Überwachen der Ballbewegung die vom Drucksensor erzeugten Daten und die vom Trägheitssensor (132) erzeugten Daten vergleich.

4. System nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei das System (120) zum Überwachen der Ballbewegung bestimmt, dass der Ball durch eine Schussaktion vorwärts getrieben wurde, wenn: (a) der Drucksensor einen Druckbetrag über einer ersten festgelegten Schwelle anzeigt, der weniger als eine erste festgelegte Zeitspanne anhält, und (b) der Trägheitssensor (132) eine Änderung der Ballbewegung anzeigt, die charakteristisch über einer zweiten festgelegten Schwelle ist.

5. System nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei mindestens ein gewisser Teil des Trägheitssensors (132) am Spielball (130) eingeklinkt wird.

6. System nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei mindestens ein gewisser Teil des Drucksensors am Spielball (130) eingeklinkt wird.

7. System nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, zudem umfassend:

- ein Ausgabesystem zum Ausgeben der vom System (120) zum Überwachen der Ballbewegung erzeugten Daten.

8. System nach Anspruch 7, wobei das Ausgabesys-
Revendications

1. Système pour suivre le mouvement d’un ballon de sport, le système comprenant :
   - un ballon de sport (130) ;
   - un capteur de pression adapté pour détecter des changements de forces internes de pression de gaz à l’intérieur du ballon en fonction du temps ;
   - un capteur d’inertie (132) adapté pour détecter des changements de mouvement du ballon en fonction du temps ;
   - et un système de suivi (120) du mouvement du ballon agencé pour recevoir au moins un ensemble de données choisi dans le group formé par : (a) des données engendrées par le capteur de pression et des données engendrées par le capteur d’inertie (132) ou (b) des données dérivées des données engendrées par le capteur de pression et des données dérivées de données engendrées par le capteur d’inertie ; où
   - le système est caractérisé en ce qu’il est adapté en outre pour déterminer sur la base des données reçues, si le ballon (130) a été projeté par une action de lancement ou par une action de frappe.

2. Système selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que le capteur d’inertie (132) comprend un accéléromètre.

3. Système selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce que le système de suivi (120) du mouvement du ballon compare les données engendrées par le capteur de pression avec les données engendrées par le capteur d’inertie (132).

4. Système selon l’une des revendications 1 à 3, caractérisé en ce que le système de suivi (120) du mouvement du ballon détermine que le ballon a été projeté par une action de frappe lorsque : (a) le capteur de pression indique une valeur de pression supérieure à une première valeur de seuil prédéterminée durant moins d’un premier lapse de temps prédéterminé et que (b) le capteur d’inertie (132) indique un changement d’une caractéristique de mouvement du ballon supérieur à un second seuil prédéterminé.

5. Système selon l’une des revendications 1 à 4, caractérisé en ce qu’au moins une partie du capteur d’inertie est en contact avec le ballon de sport (130).

6. Système selon l’une des revendications 1 à 5, caractérisé en ce qu’au moins une partie du capteur de pression est en contact avec le ballon de sport (130).
7. Système selon l’une des revendications 1 à 6, comprenant en outre un système de sortie pour mettre à disposition des données engendrées par le système de suivi (120) du mouvement du ballon.

8. Système selon la revendication 7, caractérisé en ce que le système de sortie comprend un système de transmission sans fil.

9. Système selon la revendication 7, caractérisé en ce que le système de sortie comprend une mémoire pour stocker les données engendrées par le système de suivi (120) du mouvement du ballon.

10. Procédé pour suivre le mouvement d’un ballon de sport, comprenant :
    recevoir une entrée indiquant des changements des forces internes de pression d’un gaz à l’intérieur du ballon en fonction du temps ;
    recevoir une entrée indiquant des changements de mouvement du ballon en fonction du temps ;
    et le procédé étant caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend en outre l’étape de :
    déterminer, au moins en partie, sur la base de l’entrée indiquant les changements des forces internes de pression d’un gaz à l’intérieur du ballon et l’entrée indiquant les changements de mouvement du ballon, si le ballon a été projeté par une action de lancement ou par une action de frappe.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comprenant en outre :
    capter les changements des forces de pression interne d’un gaz à l’intérieur du ballon en fonction du temps ;
    et capter les changements de mouvement du ballon en fonction du temps.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 10 ou 11, où l’entrée indiquant les changements de mouvement du ballon comprennent des caractéristiques d’accélération du ballon.

13. Utilisation d’un système selon l’une des revendications 1 à 9 pour déterminer l’un quelconque parmi :
    i) un événement de hors du jeu ;
    ii) un événement de reprise de jeu ;
    iii) déterminer si la reprise de jeu lors d’un match de football est effectuée par une rentrée de touche ou une action de frappe ; ou
    iv) le temps de possession du ballon.

14. Utilisation d’un système selon l’une des revendications 1 à 9 pour suivre un mouvement d’un ballon de basketball pour déterminer une indication de basketball ou un événement de basketball.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team A Total Games: 24</th>
<th>Select New Game</th>
<th>Top Sprint Speed</th>
<th>Player A</th>
<th>Player B</th>
<th>Player C</th>
<th>Player D</th>
<th>Player E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17.2 Kmph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15.2 Kmph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16.6 Kmph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14.4 Kmph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13.1 Kmph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Speed On Ball</td>
<td>No. of Sprints</td>
<td>Kick Power</td>
<td>Distance: 5.4 km</td>
<td>Time Played: 82 min</td>
<td>No. of Possessions: 54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.2 km/h</td>
<td>15.2 km/h</td>
<td>86 Sprints</td>
<td>85.6 km/h</td>
<td>1700 km/h</td>
<td>80:00</td>
<td>76:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Select New Game**

**Player A**
Total Games: 24
Total Minutes: 2032
Top Speed: 17.3 km/h
Top Speed On Ball: 16.2 km/h
Goal: 18.4 km/h
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player A</th>
<th>Total Games: 25</th>
<th>Total Mins: 2121</th>
<th>Top Speed: 18.5 km/h</th>
<th>Top Speed on Ball: 16.2 km/h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Game No.: 25</td>
<td>Select New Game</td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td></td>
<td>18.5 Km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed On Ball</td>
<td></td>
<td>Speed On Ball</td>
<td>New Goal: 18.9 km/h</td>
<td>15.9 Km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Sprints</td>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Sprints</td>
<td></td>
<td>85 Sprints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kick Power</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kick Power</td>
<td></td>
<td>87.4 Km/h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gameline | Distance: 5.2 km | Time Played: 89 min | No. of Possessions: 58 |

CONGRATULATIONS ON REACHING YOUR TOP SPEED GOAL!

FIG. 12B
FIG. 13
FIG. 24

1: Incoming pass
2: Outgoing pass after 1 touch

FIG. 25

1: Player A has possession, Player B approaches
2: Player B attempts a tackle
3: Player A keeps possession, and breaks away from Player B
**FIG. 26**

1: Player A has possession and is dribbling with ball, Player B moves in to tackle

2: Player A loses possession to Player B during contested possession (each player in proximity to ball)

3: Player B leaves with possession or makes a successful pass to a team member

**FIG. 27**

1: Player A comes into Player B proximity, turns 360 over ball

2: Player A keeps possession and breaks away from Player B
FIG. 36
5: Ball Spin and Speed
4: Ball Impact Location
3: Flex plant
2: Core direction
1: Flex plant

FIG. 37
5: Ball Spin and Speed
4: Ball Impact Location
3: Flex plant
2: Core direction
1: Flex plant

Elevation Angle

1. Player A has possession, and is running at speed.
2. Player A kicks the moving ball.
   The ball reports accurate speed.
FIG. 3.8

1. Player A has possession, and is running at speed.

FIG. 3.9

2. Player A kicks the moving ball. The ball reaches the goal area, and a successful goal has been made.
**FIG. 40**

1: Player A has possession, Player B approaches

2: Player B attempts a tackle and gives away a free kick

3: Player A gets to place the ball and take a set piece

**FIG. 41**

1: Penalty set distance and only keeper can be near the ball

2: Set piece, varied distance and ball passes other players proximity
FIG. 4.2
1. Opposition sets free kick or penalty.

2. Player takes a roll-up and kicks the ball.

FIG. 4.3
1. Opposition sets free kick or penalty.

2. Keeper saves the ball, with a catch or parry.
FIG. 50

1: Player A defensive positioning, getting ready to move quickly or block approaching player B movement.

FIG. 51

1: Players in proximity.
2: Player keeps other player in proximity.
FIG. 52

SENSING ARCHITECTURE

POTENTIAL EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 53

1: Players in proximity

SENSING ARCHITECTURE

POTENTIAL EMBODIMENTS

2: Player A turns and breaks away
FIG. 68
1: Keeper collects the ball

FIG. 69
2: Keeper distributes the ball back in play
FIG. 78

Hardest kick during game

FIG. 79

SENSING ARCHITECTURE

POTENTIAL EMBODIMENTS

SENSING ARCHITECTURE

POTENTIAL EMBODIMENTS
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